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Peirce, Kant, and Apel on
Transcendental Semiotics:

The Unity of Apperception
and the Deduction of

the Categories of Signs

SOCRATES: ... Now by 'thinking' do you mean the same as I do.'
THEAETETUS: What do you mean by it?
SOCRATES: A talk which the soul has with itself about objects under
consideration. ... It seems to me that the soul when it thinks is simply
carrying on a discussion in which it asks itself quesdons and answers
them itself, affirms or denies. And when it arrives at something
definite, either by a gradual process or a sudden leap, when it affirms
one thing consistently and without divided counsel, we call this its
judgement. So in my view, to judge is to make a statement, and
judgement is a statement which is not addressed to another person or
spoken aloud, but silently addressed to oneself

— Plato, Thenetetus, 189e-190a'

Introduction
According to the German pragmatist Karl-Otto j ^ e l , Charles S. Peirce is the

"Kant of America" (Apel 1980, p. 80), because he developed a thoroughgoing
transcendental philosophy of signs and language. Apel follows Peirce in this
project, and calls it "transcendental semiotics." Within transcendental semiotics a
key problem — articulated in Apel's book. Towards a Transformation of
Philosophy — is the groundwork of the unity of apperception and the deducdon
of the categories of signs. Apel conceives apperception as Peirce's "long run"
state of inquiry. This account is, however, not endrely without its problems. So,
as an alternadve, I will suggest that semiodc appercepdon be conceived as the
immediate triadic sign, which flows into the future (as Peirce himself originally
conceived it). This account has the disdnct advantage of being logically prior to
Apel's long run account; and'vt avoids the problem ofthe circular dependence of
the groundwork on a goal (as the goal presupposes the groundwork). Uldmately,
too, this semiodc unity of appercepdon (as the very unity and form of meaning)
is also the form of the "triadic logical reladve" (which Peirce, following Augustus
De Morgan, helped pioneer). From this perspecdve ofthe unity of meaning and
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reladve logic, we may then proceed to the transcendental deducdon of Peirce's
Kandan categories of Firstness, Secondness, and Thirdness, which determine all
possible experience, and are unified through appercepdon.

Part I. The Transcendental Unity of Apperception in Semiotics
A. Terminology: Transcendental Semiotics

Kant defines transcendental logic in the Critique of Pure Reason as follows:
"I endde transcendental all knowledge which is occupied not so much with
objects as with the mode of our knowledge of objects in so far as this mode of
knowledge is to be possible a priori. A system of such concepts might be endded
transcendental philosophy" (A12/B26).^ The first essendal step in construcdng a
transcendental system of philosophy is the "laying of the groundwork." This
means (in the Kandan sense) establishing the highest principles of thought,
which are a priori — meaning that they must be established before any possible
further construcdon of thought (e.g., "sciendfic," as in the Critique of Pure
Reason, or "moral," as in the Groundwork ofthe Metaphysics of Morals^). Kant
makes this point in the Critique when he writes as follows: "Only insofar as we
build upon this foundadon do we have a reliable touchstone for esdmadng the
philosophical value of old and new works in this field. Otherwise the unqualified
historian or cridc is passing judgments upon the groundless asserdons of others
by means of his own, which are equally groundless."* Central among these a
priori ideas is the unity of appercepdon — and, for Kant, this is the pardal
sentence, "I think," which accompanies and unifies every thought and experience
the " I " can ever have.

It is precisely here (on the "I think") that the transidon to "transcendental
semiodcs" takes place. In Peirce's hands (and Apel's), Kant's transcendental
epistemology becomes a transcendental semiotics in the very moment we
subsdtute out the Kandan subjective groundwork of the "I," and subsdtute in the
new intersubjective Peircean groundwork of semiosis. Apel makes exacdy this
point as follows:

The term 'transcendental semeiodc' may be taken as
connodng the Peircean program of a transformadon of
Kant's 'transcendental logic,' a program that, as it were,
replaces the Kandan concept of the transcendental
subject of knowledge with that of the indefinite
community of sign interpretadon. (see Apel
1972/1974/1980; and 1981, part I) (Apel 1995, p.
376)

Peirce would certainly agree, although, uldmately his own view of appercepdon is
not how Apel conceives it.
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B. Peirce's Re-Definition of Apperception
Peirce tells us that he "almost knew by heart" (CP 1.560) the endrety of

Kant's first Critique. Reflecdng back upon his early immersion in this work,
Peirce explains his devodon: "In the early sixdes I was a passionate devotee of
Kant, at least, of that part of his philosophy which appears in the Transcendental
Analydc of the Cridc of the Pure Reason. I believed more implicidy in the two
tables of the Funcdons of Judgment and the Categories than if they had been
brought down from Sinai" (RLT 124). This early immersion culminated in
Peirce's famous 1867 essay, "A New List of Categories." The "New List"
provides both a formal transcendental deducdon of the categories, and an
account of appercepdon. His "categories" are "new" (as in the "New List")
because they are fewer in number (compared to Kant's four groups of three, or
Aristode's ten); and because they are unified through "linguisdc
consistency" (Peirce's appercepdon).

That is, it is precisely here (on the point about consistency) that Peirce
replaces Kant's " I" with the "unity of consistency" in the stream of signs. On
this, Peirce writes as follows: "We find that every judgement is subject to a
condidon of consistency: its elements must be capable of being brought to a
unity."^ While this account remains slighdy underdeveloped in the "New List,"
Peirce does, a year later in his 1868 paper "Some Consequences of Four
Incapacides," begin to fill it out (and, indeed, direcdy contrasts it with Kant's
own account). As Peirce puts it clearly, "... consciousness is somedmes used to
signify the I think, or unity in thought; but this unity is nothing but consistency,
or the recognidon of it. Consistency belongs to every sign, so far as it is a sign;
and therefore every sign since it signifies primarily that it is sign, signifies its own
consistency" (W2:240-l).* So, in place of the man as an "I ," Peirce puts the
"man-sign" (W2:240 and 241); because, according to Peirce, "... my language is
the sum total of myself (CP 5.314; see also W2:241); and "... the word or sign
which man uses « the man himself. ... man is a sign" (W2:241); he is, Peirce
writes, "a train of thought" (W2:241).

C. Apel's Revision of Peirce's Apperception as the Long Run
Apel's revision of Peirce's original account of appercepdon takes place in two

stages. The first stage is the recognidon of appercepdon as the immediate sign's
consistency (precisely as Peirce himself idendfies it). Apel agrees with Peirce on
this point. But the second stage of the transidon is the extension of that
consistency potendally infinitely into the future. Here is the first stage in Apel:

The phrase 'unity of consistency,' used by Peirce in his
cridcism, shows the direcdon in which Peirce himself is
searching for the 'highest point' of his 'transcendental
deducdon:' His concern, it is true, is not with the
objecdve unity of ideas in a self-consciousness but rather
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with the semandcal consistency of an intersubjecdvely
valid representation of the objects by signs, which
consistency, according to Peirce, can only be decided
about in the dimension of sign-interpretation ... (Apel,
1980, p. 83)^

So, clearly, Apel takes up Peirce's early project's definidon of appercepdon, but
he does not seem to go all the way with it — which, I think, is evident in his
wording. For example, Apel writes that Peirce "is searching for the 'highest
point'" (the implicadon being that he has not found it yet). Or consider Apel's
following point: "This early utterance shows that the 'unity of consistency' Peirce
was looking for lies beyond the personal unity of self-consciousness, which is
Kant's 'highest point'" (Apel, 1980, p. 83). Obviously, Apel is unsadsfied with
the early account, and thinks Peirce is too.

And he aims to make some adjustments. The reasoning is not so bad: Apel is
quite aware that the "New List" underwent significant revision as Peirce went
along, pardcularly in light of the fact that his categories fell (almost) completely
apart with the logic of reladves (discussed shordy in Part II of this essay, "The
Transcendental Deducdon of the Categories of Signs"). Peirce saw that the
"New List" would have to be revised to extend beyond the "subject/predicate
model of the proposidon. And it is precisely at this point (as Murray Murphey
has pointed out so clearly) that Peirce's project of the "New List" is, indeed,
open to considerable re-interpretadon (from within Peirce's own wridngs). So,
given significant problems with the "New List," and the transcendental project,
in general, a litde logical wiggle room was not unreasonable — and Apel, seeing
this wiggle room, sought to revise the view of appercepdon.

This brings us to the second part ofthe Apel's transidon, i.e. the extension
of the unity of consistency to the long run. And as a note here, if there is one
strong advantage to Apel's account (in light of the logic of reladves), it is this:
Apel's long mn appercepdon view, with its long run deducdon ofthe categories,
if it works, certainly does not founder on the logic of reladves. (I'll return to this
point shordy.)

In developing his new account, Apel provides several clear statements of his
view. For example, Apel writes that (beginning, as Peirce does, with the unity of
semiodc consistency), "From here Peirce comes immediately to the decisive
conclusion which leads to the 'highest point' in the sense of a semiotical unity of
consistent interpretation: He says: 'the existence of thought now depends on what
is to be hereafter; so that it has only a potendal existence, dependent on the
fiiture thought ofthe community''" ([CP]5.313-16) (Apel, 1980, p. 84).^ Nodce
Apel sees Peirce as moving "immediately" to the long run (as though the long
run were a priori "contained" in consistency itself). Along the same lines, Apel
also writes that Peirce "... has to replace Kant's uldmate presupposidon and
'highest point,' namely, the transcendental synthesis of apperception, by the
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postulate of an 'ultimate opinion'...'' (Apel 1980, p. 104; see also Apel 1980, pp.
87-88).' Nodce here that the long run is a "presupposidon" of semiosis. And
again, Apel writes:

At this point Peirce's semiodcal transformadon of the
'highest point' of the transcendental logic reaches its
highest point in what later has been called Peirce's
'Logical Socialism': A man who wishes to proceed
logically in the sense of Peirce's synthedc logic of
inquiry has to surrender all the private interests of his
finite life, also the private interest in yf/w private salvadon
(which is existendal in Kierkegaard's sense) to the
interest of the indefinite community since only the
community has a chance to reach the uldmate truth:
'He who would not sacrifice his own soul to save the
whole world, is illogical in all his inferences, collecdveiy.
So the social principle is rooted intrinsically in
logic' ([CP]5.354 ff., [CP]2.654 f.)

Clearly, the two accounts — Apel's and Peirce's — are different: indeed, Apel
notes this point fairly regularly. Does this account work.' In order to answer that
quesdon, we must first understand what is at stake in Apel's account ofthe long
run, and what exacdy the long run is.

D. Inquiry and the Long Run
The "long run" is Peirce's idea of the uldmate endpoint of inquiry,

conceived as a "mathemadcal" (as in the Calculus) and "evoludonary" process.'"
Peirce extends Darwin's ideas of phylogeny, selecdon, struggle, and adaptadon,
to inquiry:" "... the mind of man is strongly adapted to the comprehension of
the world" (W3:318; see also CP 2.754).^^ This adaptadon proceeds by way of
an evoludonary struggle of trial and error, variadon and selecdon of traits. And at
the level of human thought, this process of adaptadon takes the disdnct form of
an interplay of "doubt" and "belief," which one may call the beliefi-doubt-belief2
structure of inquiry.'^ Beliefs are "habits" (evolving structures) which adapt to
the external environment." As a habit, a belief is a "setded opinion" about the
world fi'om which acdon flows naturally.*^ As something which is settled, a belief
is like a biological organism at equilibrium. The organism of reason is in a calm
state; and acdon flows without deliberadon. A belief "... puts us into such a
condidon that we shall behave in a certain way, when the occasion
arises" (W3:263). In other words, beliefs are modes of acdon that propel future
behavior. As these modes are reinforced through repeddon and selecdon, they
setde down into our physiology and psychology; and uldmately become
enduring hzbits (i.e., they become "fixed").
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In the here and now, our belief structures are hardly perfectly adapted, and
contain all kinds of errors (CP 8.12). So, these errors have to be removed, as they
stand in the way of "fixadon." When an error is detected, then inquiry is
"alerted" (through doubt), which feels like "the irritadon of the
nerve" (W3:246).'* In response, the belief actually "... ceases to be a
belief (W3:253). In other words, beliefs are ^naturally selected out" through
doubt.'^ In this way, Peirce effecdveiy relocates the Darwinian idea of struggle
from biology to mind: "The irritadon of doubt causes a struggle to attain a state
of belief I shall term this struggle inquiry" (W3:247). Doubt causes \ht struggle
of inquiry: it "... sdmulates the mind to an acdvity which may be slight or
energedc, calm or turbulent. Images pass rapidly through consciousness, one
incessandy meldng into another" (W3:262). Inquiry condnues in this way undl
opinion is setded; and a new belief2replaces the old beliefi: when this happens,
"... thought relaxes, and comes to rest for a moment when belief is
reached" (W3:263).

Although, certainly, our new belief2 may also come to be doubted out; and
inquiry will begin again, as we seek for yet a new belief, now a "beliefs." And
again, the goal is the same, i.e., escape doubt in order to act: "... the whole
fijncdon of thought is to produce habits of acdon" (W3:265). And acdon is only
possible when our opinions are setded. So, essendally, "... the sole object of
inquiry is the setdement of opinion" (W3:248).

1. Four Methods of Fixing Belief
In "Fixadon" Peirce lists four different methods for setding opinion, (1)

tenacity, (2) authority, (3) a priorism, and (4) science. Tenacity is forceful
asserdon of an ungrounded personal belief (W3:249). A pluralisdc society,
however, will show the tenacious individual that others have alternadve beliefs,
equally tenaciously held — and this will "shake his confidence in his
belief (W3:250). As an alternadve, the method of authority enforces belief
fixadon (typically through a state) and forbids cridcal inquiry (W3:251-252). But
again, seeing other cultures will shake the confidence in the method of
authority — and new opdons will be sought out. Among those is the method of
a priorism, which, according to Peirce, proceeds from what is "...'agreeable to
reason,'" i.e., from whatever "we find ourselves inclined to believe" (W3:252).
But a priorism fails because it generates coherent and consistent, but
incommensurable, accounts (e.g., Plato vs. Kepler).'* The next (and fourth)
method is science, which uses the strategy of hypothesis formuladon, and (as a
method) also rests on a disdnct hypothesis, i.e., that there is a knowable real
world. This reality transcends the psychologically-based inclinadons, e.g.,
individualisdc inclinadons (as in tenacity), or social inclinadons (as in authority
and a priorism).

Peirce (with Hegel, and against Kant) conceives reality as wholly knowable
(to human minds); which means that metaphysical "incognizables" are self-
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referendally incoherent. Peirce makes this point when he writes, "Over against
any cognidon, there is an unknown but knowable reality; but over against all
possible cognition, there is only the self-contradictory. In short, cognizability {\n
its widest sense) and being are not merely metaphysically the same, but are
synonymous terms" (W2:208). That is, "... the absolutely incognizable does not
exist" (W2:240). Indeed, as Peirce puts it, "... since the meaning of a word is the
concepdon it conveys, the absolutely incognizable has no meaning because no
conception attaches to it. It is, therefore, a meaningless word." And "... whatever
is meant by any term as 'the real' is cognizable in some degree ... in the objecdve
sense of that term" (W2:253).

So, while Peirce uses Kant's terminology of the "noumena," he uses it
differendy. For Peirce, the noumena are unknowable now, but fully knowable in
the distant future (the long run). This is how we should take Peirce when he
writes in Photometric Researches that "[ljight considered purely as something in
the external world may be called noumenal light. Light considered as an
appearance ... may be termed phenomenal Wght'' (W3:383). The noumena exist
"... endrely independent of our opinions," and they "... affect our senses
according to regular laws" (W3:253). As such they funcdon by regulating the
pretensions of the sensibility,'' in the Kandan sense. In Peircean-evoludonary
terms, this is the same as "natural selecdon within the evoludon of inquiry." And
this selecdon uldmately results in positive knowledge of the noumena (contra
Kant).

For Kant, we can never have "posidve" knowledge ofthe noumena.^" This is
not because the noumena (in Kant's system) are in-principle "unknowable" —
indeed, for Kant, they are positively knowable ... they are just not posidvely
knowable for us (i.e., us humans). The reason is that our faculty of sensadon is
ontologically cut off from our faculty of judgment. For Kant, the sensadon is
intuidve (in immediate contact with reality). But the faculty of judgment (i.e.,
the understanding) is disdncdy non-intuidve — and is the uldmate source of our
knowledge. Only a being endowed with an "intellectual intuidon" (e.g., God)
can know the noumena direcdy, rather than indirecdy. Peirce, by contrast, holds
that there simply is no judgment/sensadon schism, only a semiodc and syllogisdc
logic of abducdon (which is extended even through the senses). So, uldmately,
for Peirce, there can be "no incognizables" for humans.^^ And while we may
never be able purely to intuit reality, given dme, we can know it better and
better.

Of course, in the short run of science, "... our sensadons are as different as
our reladons to the objects" (W3:253). And error is and will be pervasive, while
our sciendfic opinions will change a great deal and often. On this, Peirce writes as
follows: "Who can be sure of what we shall not know in a few hundred years.-'
Who can guess what would be the result of condnuing the pursuit of science for
ten thousand years, with the acdvity of the last hundred.'" (W3:274-275).
Peirce's answer (to his own quesdon) is that science is "... expected to show
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considerable fluctuadons" (W3:280-281); but, evenaially, "... these fiuctuadons
become less and less; and if we condnue long enough, [inferences] ... will
approximate toward a fixed limit" (W3:280-281). Different sciendsts of light (e.
g., Peirce mendons Fizeau, Foucault, and Lissajous) "... may at first obtain
different results, but, as each perfects his method and his processes, the results
will move steadily together toward a desdned center" (W3:273). This "desdned
center" is the final "... opinion which is fated to be uldmately agreed to by all
who invesdgate is what we mean by the truth, and the object represented in this
opinion is the real. That is the way I would explain reality" (W3:273). If inquiry
were to go on to infinity, what we would agree to is the final tnith.^'^

This is precisely Apel's groundwork.

2. Apel on Long Run Truth and Architectonic
Apel certainly recognizes the advance over Kant. Indeed, Peirce avoids

incognizability, but with a deep sensidvity to error.^' Apel writes, "The problem
of unknowable things-in-themselves by this turn is transformed into the problem
of infinite approximadon, which, indeed, is a paradoxical problem too" (Apel,
1980, p. 89). Peirce thus subsdtutes "temporary fallibilism" for "eternal
banishment from the noumena." In fact, we will meet up with the noumena
(contrary to Kant), and this will be the "final tmth." Apel, too, appropriates this
view of truth direcdy from Peirce (and contrasts it regularly with Tarski's own
semandcal view of truth). In Apel's essay, "Pragmadsm as Sense-Cridcal Realism
Based on a Reguladve Idea of Truth: In Defense of a Peircean Theory of Reality
and Truth," he writes.

Truth (with regard to reality in general) would be
represented by that discursive consensus that would
uldmately be reached in an unlimited community of
research, if the process of research, under ideal
communicadve and epistemic condidons, could be
condnued in a way cridcally surpassing any factual
consensus — i.e., going on potendally infinitely. This
explicadon of truth is definitely counterfactual,
nevertheless, the process of approximadng the truth is
conceived as a real possibility. To be sure, its point — in
the sense of maintaining the internal reladon between
the truth-claim and the claim to jusdficadon — depends
on the inclusion ofthe concept oi potential (not actual)
infinity. Only in this way can we give an answer to the
quesdon for a legidmadon of the claim to universal
validity of truth: an answer that is not compelled to
explicate the intrinsic reladon of truth to reality by an
externalist-metaphysical conception, i.e., either by a pre-
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Kandan ontology of correspondence through adequation,
or by the Kandan supposition of unknowable things-in-
themselves. {Transactions of the Charles S. Peirce Society,
2001; see also, Apel, "CS. Peirce and the Post-Tarskian
Problem of an Adequate Explicadon of the Meaning of
Truth: Towards a Transcendental-Pragmadc Theory of
Truth, Part II," also in the Transactions, 1982.)

It is clear in these remarks that Apel does not make the mistake of conceiving the
long run as strongly concrete — he recognizes that it is a reguladve idea (a point
to which we return shordy). But he also maintains that it funcdons as truth.

A point should be made here, however, in order to demarcate Apel's long
run view of truth fi'om his arguments about appercepdon. For indeed in Apel's
account, the long run is at once both the unity of appercepdon, and that from
which we deduce the categories, as well as Truth. I do not want to take up here
the issue of whether this account of truth is correct. Certainly there is a good deal
of merit in it. But it should be pointed out that the issues of long run truth and
long run appercepdon are separable. That is, one could, as Peirce at dmes
argued, have both a short run groundwork of appercepdon (as in the "New
List"), and a long run view of truth. Leaving truth aside for the moment,
however, our focus is on the work Apel wants the long run to do for apperception
(and later for the deducdon ofthe categories).

As a further preliminary line of demarcadon, we should also note that Apel
sees the long run also as the "architectonic" structure of inquiry (in the Kandan
sense). For Kant, the architectonic of a transcendental system is the oudined
unity of the sciences. As Kant writes, "Transcendental philosophy is only the idea
of a science, for which the cridque of pure reason has to lay down the complete
architectonic plan."^* At the end of the Critique of Pure Reason Kant makes it
clear that our everyday sciendsts are really just technicians: each one goes about
his business in a cloistered discipline, e.g., physics or chemistry or biology (but
not all three, and certainly not all sciences together). But this is precisely the job
of the philosopher: he is the grounder and architectonic unifier of all of the
sciences together. And his virtually divine view is a view of all sciences in one
(very much like what Plato means by dialecdc in books VI and VII of the
Republic).'^^

Peirce, too, following Kant, attempts in the "New List" to establish the
groundwork of the a priori categories, upon which he may later erect the
architectonic in the Afow/xt series (1891-1893). In his 1891 Afoŵ rf paper, "The
Architecture of Theories" Peirce has this project clearly in mind (at the forefront
of a series of five essays): "That systems ought to be constructed architectonically
has been preached since Kant, but I do not think the full import of the maxim
has by any means been apprehended" (EP1:286). With his own house-building
(at Arisbe) in mind (as a model of ground-up construcdon), Peirce oudines a
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thoroughgoing reladonal and evoludonary view of reality, based in (what will
become his) three (rather than the early five) categories. All of the sciences are
thus conceived as sciences of evoludon, semiosis, and complexity, unified
through a groundwork which is also complex, evoludonary, and semiodc.

Apel too is also looking to lay the transcendental groundwork and to develop
a rich approach to the architectonics of science. The modvadon for this project
stems — just as it does for Kant and Peirce — from a new explosion of sciendfic
discovery. For Kant, it was the blossoming of Newtonian mechanics (and for
which he sought to lay the ground). Peirce, by contrast, held up the new
evoludonary science of Darwin — and sought to make all sciences, eifecdvely,
"sciences of evoludon." Apel too uses the evoludonary science (and the
mathemadcs) of Peirce's long run as an architectonic form. But he is less
concerned with biological evoludon, and more concerned with human linguisdc
evoludon. And the inspiradon for this comes prominendy from the reladveiy new
"social sciences."

Moreover, seeing a strongly normadve (ethical and polidcal) content to these
sciences, Apel seeks to lay their groundwork in transcendental semiodcs —
pardcularly in the transcendental and categorial condnuum of human semiosis.
On this view, the social sciences, emerging out of modernity, are conceived as the
"the sciences of communicadve understanding" (Apel, 1981, p. 194).^* So,
again, Apel is fulfilling the duty of the Kandan architectonic philosopher, by
providing a unified oudine (or architectonic) of the (social) sciences. And it is
from this project that Apel, and Jurgen Habermas (following Apel), have
attempted to maintain the modern project's goals of liberadon and
egalitarianism — against the ddes of "postmodernism" — by construcdng a
revised Kandan ethics based in what they call Communicadve Radonality. The
new ethics is commonly called "Discourse Ethics" (or "Communicadve Ethics").

3. Concerns with the Long Run
Certainly Apel's wridngs consdtute one of the most valuable contribudons

to contemporary Peirce scholarship. And here I follow his view in many {if not
most) respects. But there is one serious concern, and that is the groundwork of
the long run. I do not doubt that it is an interesdng, and even valuable, attempt
to ground modernity (once again). And certainly, with its "logical socialism," as
Peirce calls it, there is a strong valuable ethical project to be gleaned from its
establishment. But before agreeing to the long run account of the groundwork,
two types of problems with the long run must be mendoned. One type regards
the endpoint of the long run (which is handled very well by Hausman), and the
other regards the circular reladon of the groundwork of the long run on the
endgame of the long run (when it should, I think, be the other way around).
We'll handle these two separately.
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a. Contemporary Criticisms and Hausman's Response
With regard to the first (although, not the most important), there have been

many cridcisms of Peirce's account ofthe long run (and not all of which can be
discussed here). But a general concern regards the concreteness ofthe final limit.
Quine gives two. (1) "There is a faulty use of numerical analogy in speaking of a
limit of theories, since the nodon of limit depends on that of'nearer than,' which
is defined for numbers and not for theories." (2) We probably won't get one
perfect view in all its "... uniqueness {''the ideal result')." Rather, according to
Quine, "[i]t seems likelier, if only on account of symmetries or dualities, that
coundess alternadve theories would be ded for first place."^^

Alternadveiy, Michael Williams claims "... we have no idea of what it would
be for a theory to be ideally complete and comprehensive in the way required by
such accounts of truth, or of what it would be for inquiry to have an end." But
even if we did, it's unnecessary anyway: "We understand progress retrospecdveiy
by seeing how a later view improves over its predecessors."^' (Williams relies on
Thomas Kuhn for this retrospecdve account.) Richard Rorty follows Williams,
and similarly gives up the long mn — calling it "fishy"^' — and "[t]o make it less
fishy Peirce would have to answer the quesdon 'How would we know that we
were at the end of inquiry, as opposed to merely having gotten dred or
unimaginadve.'"'^" Paul Weiss,^' Nicholas Rescher,^^ and others have given
further cridcisms.^^

Carl Hausman in Charles S. Peirce's Evolutionary Philosophy (and elsewhere)'*
has responded to these sorts of cridcisms (to defend the long run). According to
Hausman, "Quine's objecdon that the analogy is faulty assumes that the nodon
of an ideal limit presumably is confined to mathemadcal nodons." Peirce simply
did not reduce limits to numbers. "The idea of limit in mathemadcs, or at least
one such idea, refers to something that cannot be reached. Therefore, it should
be unnecessary to qualify the term with the nodon of its being ideal."^^ And
similarly on the Williams-Rorty cridque, Hausman points out that the state is
ideal, not an actual "terminus." Given Peirce's tychism (ontological chance), the
long run is always "open to spontaneity and change." As a consequence, the "...
path ... is not fixed. Nor is the possible final network of judgments ..." The real
generals are thus "... composed of would-be's, or open possibilides. Only an
ideal thought for an ideal, infinite thinker could select and actualize these in a
final state ..." Hausman further writes that "... no actual mind can reach this
state — it can only approach it asymptodcally."^* So, the final state is "... an
actuality that inevitably recedes into the future."'^

As a reguladve ideal, this appears quite Kandan. And furthermore, in Kant
too, there are no "in-principle" incognizables; and only an ideal mind can know
the noumena completely (never to be fiiUy accessed by humans). Although, sdll,
Peirce has no faculty schism, and he allows for progressive approximadon (contra
Kant). Of course, too, Apel holds the long run as a reguladve ideal, and not as
Quine makes it out to be. So, this problem should not be conceived as affecdng
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Apel's own account. The problem with Apei's account is as follows.

b. The Problem of Long Run Groundwork in Semiotics
Indeed, the problem is not so much the endgame of the long mn, but its

beginning (more fundamental because the end presupposes the beginning). So,
there is a quesdon of circularity. The idea of groundwork in Kant is meant to
respond precisely to this sort of methodological problem, i.e., at the very
beginning of the. system. This is precisely why Peirce develops the transcendental
groundwork in the "New List"^* as "meaning" in the here and now. Otherwise,
he must ground his phenomenology in his Kantian semiotic categories (firstness,
secondness, and thirdness), and then ground these (circularly) in his
phenomenology. And, of course, later on (at times anyway), he does just that
(becoming unsatisfied with his early transcendental semiotics). Out of this logical
circularity, he then runs the rest ofhis system, culminating in the long run.

So, by grounding the system in the long run, Apel seems to assume the
conditions for the long run — and this runs the risk of circularity. In other words:
we want to be careful not to substitute an "achievement" (i.e., a globalized
community achievement, such as the long run is) for the "very condition of that
achievement" (such as apperception in Kant is meant to be). Certainly that is our
goal (and may even be conceived as truth, as Apel views it) — but it is not yet the
groundwork. Apel certainly sees this view in Peirce. And in truth some passages
do, in fact, lend themselves to this interpretation. For example, in "Questions
Concerning Certain Faculties Claimed for Man" (1868), Peirce writes:
"Ignorance and error are all that distinguish our private selves from the absolute
e^oof pure apperception" (CP 5.235). This could make apperception appear to
be an achievement, as though at some point in the future we would be finally free
of "ignorance or error" (a state Peirce calls the "long run") — that is, we would
have "achieved" apperception.

Nevertheless, Peirce did not hold the view that the long run is apperception.
Rather, he made the immediate sign the groundwork. And with regard to the
long run, this he maintained, as Murphey and Hausman^' point out, as a
regulative ideal. Of course, as noted, Apel quite agrees that the long run is a
"regulative idea" (see Transactions, Fall 2001, p. 461); but in making the long
run "regulative," which also functions as "transcendental groundwork," Apel is
giving a stronger account than Peirce gave. For, as it stands, the concern still
needs handling how the groundwork of the long run, can simultaneously
function as the groundwork for the long run. That is, what grounds the long
run.'

As I see it, Peirce maintained the long run as a regulative idea, stemming
from the groundwork of apperception and the categories (but not necessarily as
the groundwork of apperception). And this he did very likely because of the
problem of circularity. But even if the regulative ideal were a priori extended
from meaning, sdll there is a problem in making it "prior to" the categories, or
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prior to the unity of meaning. It must come after these structures, as
groundwork, are already in place, (In response to this view, Apel might hold that
I have simply sterilized and minimized the groundwork down to almost
"nothing," such that it is simply too flimsy to support the project of
transcendental semiotics — that is, too flimsy for an adequate deduction of the
categories. Obviously, this a genuine concern, and I will return to it shortly in
Part II.)

E. Alternative Approaches to Semiotic Apperception:
Heidegger, Davidson, Wittgenstein, Hegel

Still, it is not entirely clear that Peirce's original defmition is so very
problematic in the first place. Before returning to his original view, however, it
will be helpfbl to develop the discussion on apperception (outside the Peirce
literature), and as not relying on the long run. This analysis will provide a kind of
"working template" for re-visiting Peirce's original account. Indeed, other
philosophers similarly struggled with establishing something like apperception,
even after rejecting the primacy of the "I think" in Kant — and came up with
accounts sounding very much like the early Peirce's view. These include Martin
Heidegger, Donald Davidson, Hegel, and Wittgenstein (i.e., the literature on
Wittgenstein).

1. Heidegger's "Kantbook"
Heidegger, in Kant and the Problem of Metaphysics (what he called his

"Kantbook"), argues that Kant was (contrary to popular belief) actually laying
the ground for metaphysics in an equation of "meaning and time" (rather than
merely setting the conditions for science). In discussing "the meaning of the
term 'laying ofthe ground' ...,'""' Heidegger says this is "... best illustrated if we
consider the building trade." And further on: "Ground-laying is ... the
projecting of the building plan itself so that it agrees with the direction
concerning on what and how the building will be grounded."** And this building
will be grounded, Heidegger writes, precisely in the structure of time: "The
laying ofthe ground for metaphysics grows upon the ground of time." (I should
note here that Heidegger claims that this thesis is also the thesis of Being and
Time. His next immediate sentence is this: "The question concerning Being, the
grounding question for a laying of the ground for metaphysics, is the problem of
Being and Time.")*^

Again, Heidegger's view here is certainly not the "popular view" of Kant
(although Heidegger thinks it is the logical consequence of Kant's arguments for
apperception and the categories). The popular view is given often, and can be
found, for example, in Stephan Korner's book, Kant., where he writes as follows:
"The self of pure apperception, the I think which must be capable of
accompanying all of my presentations, is not located in time.'"*^This is the
"dualisdc" (or Cartesian) account of Kant (which Heidegger is trying to oppose).
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But, again, there is good reason to doubt this popular view. For, indeed, "dme,"
as Kant conceives it, is the condidon of all appearances, inner and outer, and thus
must necessarily run through even the basic groundwork of Kant's unity of
appercepdon (i.e., the "I" being the "inner" par excellence).'^* Taking this nodon
as his point of departure (at least in the "Kantbook"), Heidegger suggests that,
for Kant, the "I think" simply is "Time." This is evident when Heidegger writes
as follows: "Time and the 'I think' [Kant's transcendental unity of appercepdon]
no longer stand incompadbly and incomparably at odds; they are the same."*^
And again: "With his laying of the ground for metaphysics, and through the
radicalism with which, for the first dme, he transcendentally interpreted both
dme, always for itself, and the 'I think,' always for itself, Kant brought both of
them together in their original sameness — without, to be sure, expressly seeing
this as such for himself."^* And in Being and Time, with regard to "being," the
same point is made: ''Its primary meaning is the future.'^'^^

2. Davidson on Triangulation
Similarly, Davidson, in his own Kandan transcendental project, clearly lays

the groundwork in the triadic structure of meaning (in the here and now).**
Furthermore, Davidson even uses the exact same terminology as Peirce does, i.e.,
the "second person" (discussed shordy in Peirce), and means the same thing as
well — although Davidson does not use Peirce to this effect. Rather, in his essay
"The Second Person,'"" Davidson begins with a quote from Wittgenstein's
Philosophical Investigations, §457: "... meaning is like going up to someone."^"
For Davidson (as for Peirce) "... to have thoughts, and so to mean anything in
speaking, it is necessary to understand, and be understood by, a second person."
Or, otherwise put, thought, according to Davidson, "... depends on the mutual
and simultaneous responses of two or more creatures to common distal sdmuli
and to one another's responses. This three-way reladon among two speakers and
a common world I call 'trianguladon.'"^' Indeed, for Davidson (as for Peirce)
"trianguladon" is integral to all thought.^^ One must be able to point at the
world, and, at the same dme, speak with another person (even if that other is
inside my own mind). As Davidson puts it, "... the idea is as simple as that of
ostensive learning ..."^^

Moreover, and sounding like Heidegger, according to Davidson, this triadic
structure of meaning necessarily flows into the fiiture, i.e., toward the second
person, who is our "listener" (and potendal speaker), located in the ontological-
temporal space ofthe "future." We must necessarily presuppose that someone in
the future can understand us, and because we presuppose this, we also
presuppose (again, necessarily) that that second person can understand what we
mean by the words we use. So, we are (just as Peirce says in the early works)
necessarily presupposing a certain consistency of the meaning of our words, and
which is projected forward into the fiiture. This is exacdy what Davidson means
with his idea of "knowing how to 'go on.'" On this Davidson writes that "...
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linguisdc communicadon requires a speaker go on in the same way as others
do — that to mean something in speaking, one must mean the same thing by the
same words as others do."^* Clarifying this nodon, Davidson entertains the
alternadve: "If you (the interpreter) do not know how the speaker is going to go
on, you do not know what language she speaks, no matter how much she has
said up undl now.... [TJhe question does not concern the past but the
future" (emphasis added).^^ (Again, just as in Heidegger, we see here that
"meaning" is all about dme, in general, and more importantly, in particular, "the
future").

3. Hegel's Alternative
Of course, even before Davidson and Heidegger, a thoroughgoing analysis

of Kant's view of appercepdon is developed in Hegel. This point emerges in his
Phenomenology of Spirit, in the secdon on "Lordship and Bondage":

A self-consciousness, in being an object, is just as much
T as 'object.' With this, we already have before us the
Nodon of Spirit. What sdll lies ahead for consciousness
is the experience of what Spirit is — this absolute
substance which is the unity of the different
independent self-consciousnesses, which, in their
opposidon, enjoy perfect freedom and independence: 'F
that is 'We' and 'We' diat is 'I.'^*

Throughout the Logic and the Phenomenology, Hegel makes this point
repeatedly, namely, about moving beyond Kant's view of the "P'^^ (i.g.^ die
equadon of "I = I"). Nowhere is this more apparent than in the Phenomenology
(in the Master-Slave Dialecdc) where the "I" becomes the "We." Actually, this
really means that the "I" becomes zw^rc of itself as intrinsically a "We." And in so
doing, we come to recognize ourselves explicidy as a "we." That is, "we" come
to see ourselves (correcdy) as beings-in-language.^* There is also the recognidon
here, in Hegel, that consciousness is intrinsically a triadic conversadon about
objects (in many respects like Plato's view). Mind emerges in language (at the
beginning of the Phenomenology), and uldmately comes to see the perspecdve of
the "I" as limited in its unificadon of thought. The triadic form of the
"we" (with the world of objects) is essendal. (I will return to this point in Part II,
in the Deducdon ofthe Categories.)

An analogous view is found today in John Searle, in Mind, Language, and
Society. On Searle's view, we should simply "... take the collecdve intendonality
in my head as a primidve. It is of the form 'we intend' even though it is in my
individual head."^' This "we" is a primidve form, and essendally "the foundadon
of all social acdvides."*" Searle also recognizes his proximity to Hegel, but rejects
the idea of any "... overarching Hegelian World Spirit, some 'we' that floats
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around mysteriously above us individuals and of which we as individuals are just
expressions."*^ This is probably a litde unfair to Hegel. Certainly there are
problems in Hegel, but this does not appear to be one of them. Indeed, Searle
caricatures Hegel's "we" as somehow "above us," ethereal, even spooky. This
clearly misses the point: for, the "we," as Hegel sees it, is more "within us" (not
"above us"), and necessarily unifying of our thought. (As an aside, Apel rejects
Searle's view, as it is not sufficiendy transcendentalized," and uses a
transcendental version ofthe "we" himself)

4. Lear and Gardner on Wittgenstein
An addidonal view is advanced by Jonathan Lear, who (contrary to Searle)

holds that the we-perspecdve is, in fact, quite transcendental. So, in a sense, he
agrees with Apel, except that he does not locate it in the long run. In "The
Disappearing 'We'"*^ Lear develops what he calls a "... stable middle posidon
between Kandan transcendental philosophy and some form of Hegelianism."**
(That is, he wants a transcendental Kandan view, grounded in an Hegelian
linguisdc "we.") And, in doing this, Lear relies on Wittgenstein. In his later
works, Wittgenstein regularly describes the shared experience of "forms of life,"
which take place in "language games," and which are (interesdngly) discussed
from the "we-perspecdve." Of course, Lear is quite aware that Wittgenstein "...
displays no interest in necessary structures";*^ but, nevertheless, proposes to
Kantianize this view, and make the unity of appercepdon into an Hegelian
account ofthe "We are so minded:." The "we" comes from Wittgenstein's view
of "language," which according to Lear, "... is that in the concept of which the
(open-ended) manifold of our representadons is united."**

Similarly, Sebasdan Gardner, in Kant and the Critique of Pure Reason, writes
as follows: "Wittgenstein's 'we' — that in which Wittgenstein's forms of life and
language games inhere — fiincdons as the collecdve analogue of Kant's
transcendental subject."*^ And, analogously, Peter Winch also argues for a
Wittgensteinian primacy of "the social," in his book The Idea of a Social Science
and its Relation to Philosophy.''^ Apel also draws on this account in Winch,*' and
conceives Wittgenstein as laying the ground for a transcendental linguisdcs, with
the concepdon of the "social" as transcendentally central. In developing this
account (fusing Winch, Wittgenstein, and Peirce), Apel quotes from the
Tractatus Logico-Philosophicus to the following effect: "5.631: There is no such
thing as the subject that thinks ..." (Apel, 1980, p. 99).^" This is part of
Wittgenstein's well-known argument against "private languages" (i.e., all
thought is social in nature). Taking this subjecdessness as a point of departure,
Apel then proceeds to interpret Wittgenstein's "social dimension" as
transcendental, using passages (perhaps incorrecdy) like the following: "6.13:
Logic is transcendental."^'
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F. Peirce's Idea of Semiotic Apperception Revisited
With these philosophical views in the background, we may also proceed to

interpret Peirce as developing a kind of transcendental perspecdve of the "we,"
very much like Lear's "We are so minded:."

I. Peirce on the
Within Peirce's semiodcs, the "we" can serve in two different ways (as the

long run, and as immediate). Apel uses something like the first (paraphrasing):
"We would know in the long run that 'x. •"' Peirce has something like the second
in mind. In developing this account, he acknowledges "... the constant use ofthe
word 'we'" (EP1:81). And certainly, he equates "us-ness" (or "we-ness") with
appercepdon (as sign consistency) as follows: "This consistent unity since it
belongs to all our judgments may be said to belong to us. Or rather since it
belongs to the judgments of all mankind, we may be said to belong to
it" (emphasis added).̂ •^ Taking his view to a logical extreme, Peirce suggests that
language (far from being just one of our pardcular "tools") is that in which we
reside. As Peirce puts it, "... just as we say that a body is in modon, and not that
modon is in a body, we ought to say that we are in thought and not that
thoughts are in us" (W2:227, fn. 4). (Apel also recognizes this footnote in Peirce
on the "we" as integral to his own view (Apel 1980, 91).)''' So, according to
Peirce, "we" belong to the unity of consistency in semiosis — or, as one may also
put it: we are consistent semiosis. And our transcendental perspecdve ofthe "we"
unifies meaning "for us." Again Peirce makes the same point: "When we think, to
what thought does that thought-sign which is ourselfzddrcss itself?" (EPl:38-9,
emphasis added).

Furthermore, within this "we" there is also "You understand." This may be
put in the interrogadve form: "Do you understand how we are "going on"?" But
the "we" is the groundwork because (when I am speaking to you) I must
transcendentally presuppose that "you" are "with us" (at least at the level of
meaning). The we-perspecdve unifies experience "for us." We must necessarily
presuppose that you and I are somehow on the same side, at a "logical level."
And fiirther, we presuppose that this "same-sidedness" is logically prior to any
disagreement. The unity of appercepdon may thus be put as follows: "We
interpret 'x.'^ Or, perhaps it may be better put: "We consistendy interpret object
'x."' (And this is hardly very far away from Lear's account.) (As a further note
here, on the "we," I think this view is fairly well in keeping with Hausman's
overall view. Hausman, in discussing the reiadonship between Peirce and Kant,
writes that the Peircean view "... affirms the need to turn away from a spectator
view, but without abandoning something valuable in that view: the
acknowledgment of constraints on our communal and individual habits,
constraints that 'we' do not
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2. The "Sop to Cerberus": A Revision of Fisch's Account
In order to give a better "picture" of this "we," as Peirce conceives it, I

would like to examine a famous (and very ardsdc) passage in Peirce, which has
been noted for its difficulty, especially by Max Fisch. In a letter to the semiodcian
Lady Welby, Peirce writes,

I define a Sign as anything which is so determined by
something else, called its Object, and so determines an
effect upon a person, which effect I call its Interpretant,
that the latter is thereby mediately determined by the
former. My inserdon of 'upon a person' is a sop to
Cerberus, because I despair of making my own broader
concepdon understood. I recognize three Universes,
which are disdnguished by three Modaiides of Being.
(EP2:478,1908)

Fisch in his book, Peirce, Semeiotic, and Pragmatism, devotes a secdon to this
remark: "On the 'Sop to Cerberus.'" Fisch writes, "What, then, was the sop to
Cerberus.' If we recall that the original modve of subsuming logic under semiodc
in 1865 was to avoid basing it on psychology, we can give a tentadve answer.
The sop to Cerberus was lapsing from sign-talk into psych-talk — from semeiodc
into psychology."''^ This passage, however, is not necessarily about "psychology
vs. logic." Rather, it seems to me to regard the triadic structure of
appercepdon — especially considering the reference to the myth of Cerberus. In
Ancient Mythology, Cerberus is the three-headed dog, which guards the gates of
Hades. He allows new souls to enter the Underworld, but forbids them to leave.
Only a few have been able to escape, and to do so, first they had to "appease"
Cerberus (or, otherwise put, they had to provide a "sop"). Orpheus, for example,
sopped Cerberus with a song, and escaped.

So, if this is the case, how exacdy would presendng Cerberus with the "sign"
provide a "sop".' It's not exacdy a meal; and it hardly looks like a poison or a
lullaby. The answer, I think, lies in the idendty of the structure of the sign, and
the three-headedness of Cerberus's body: both have three parts, as it were. On
this view, then, Peirce is effecdveiy holding up a mirror image to Cerberus, as if
to say, "Here look at this mirror image of yourself (and indeed, likely Cerberus
has never had this experience). As Peirce writes, "... it is necessary that there
should be two, if not three quasi-mind^''^ for semiosis. That is, consciousness,
according to Peirce, is always a "triple consciousness'''^^ (just as it is for Cerberus).

Sdll, though, even if this is so, how would a mirror image provide an
adequate sop? Two possibilides present themselves. The first way is less
reasonable: the mirror image is intended to stun Cerberus, as though he were a
Triadic-Canine-Narcissus, sopped by his own vanity. The second opdon seems
more likely: the semiodc mirror image of Cerberus is intended to confuse him.
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Indeed, the very idea of having "three-minds-in-one" is incredibly confiising
even to us humans. And this is precisely why Peirce says he "despairs" of ever
making the idea clear to others. Certainly, confusion (with its deep focus and
inquiry) would provide an adequate sop, at least one long enough in duradon for
Peirce to escape from the Hades of Cartesianism.

3. Triadic Semiotics
The three heads of Cerberus, according to Peirce, are the "sign" (or

"representamen"), the "object" (which the representamen represents), and the
"interpretant" idea (created in the mind in the future). For example, a driver sees
a blue windsock, suspended on a pole, on top of a building; and the windsock
has been inflated. In this case, the "sign" is the windsock. The "object" is the
wind, which affects (determines) the windsock to inflate. The reiadonship
between the object and the sign (which represents the object of wind) creates an
"interpretant." The interpretant is the idea created inside the driver's mind: "It is
windy out."

This pardcular example is actually called an "index" (in Peirce's theory of
signs), and is one of a disdnct triad, essendal for understanding his overall project
of semiodcs. For, depending on how exacdy the object affects the sign, we will
have different kinds of ideas. There are, in fact, three forms of sign-object
reladon: icons, indexes, and symbols. (1) An "index" is a sign which signifies
what it signifies because it is affected by (or direcdy spadaily linked to) its object.
Examples include the blue windsock (above), sunburns signifying the sun, or a
footprint signifying a foot. (2) An "icon" signifies its object because it resembles
that object: it "looks like" its object, but is not necessarily "physically caused" by
its object (as in the index), e.g., portrait paindngs, maps, globes, and diagrams. It
is tempdng to say mirrors are icons, too; but there is some debate on this.
Umberto Eco, in Kant and the Platypus, argues that mirrors are not icons, but
"prosthedcs" (like eyeglasses). We "see through" the mirror as through a pane of
glass (or, we may "hear through" a prosthedc "hearing aid").^* (3) Symbols (in
contrast to indexes and icons) signify their objects by convention alone. For
example, a yellow light at a traffic intersecdon does not look like "slowness" — we
all simply agree that it means "slow to a stop."" These kinds of signs are simply
"created" (by us) to "stand in" for their objects.

4. Peirce on "Tuism." and Time in Meaning
The flision of the object and sign in the interpretant takes place in the

individual's mind as though the one person were speaking with another (and, of
course, this is where the "we" emerges). This movement of dialogue, by which
the sign is conveyed forward to the interpretant, also involves a dme dimension.
Peirce calls this movement (aiternadvely) "tuism," "the interpretant," a (fiiture)
"quasi-mind," and, sounding very much like a precursor to Davidson, "the
second person." Within our internal dialogue, the second person is our constant
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cognitive companion. As Peirce puts it, "... all thought is addressed to a second
person, or to one's future self as to a second person."^" (And because the second
person is not reducible to the first person, the "we" is not reducible to the "I.")

Of course, the idea is not exacdy new. As noted, Hegel saw the same thing
in his Phenomenology of Spirit. And long before Hegel, Plato argued this as well.
Recall that we began with Plato's original definidon of thought in the Theaetetus:
"A talk which the soul has with itself about objects under consideradon." On
Peirce's view (somewhat following Plato) the second person is the "other half of
a conversadon between two "quasi-minds." Only, Peirce conceives the dialogue
as semiodc, and conceives the dialogue as between two "quasi-minds." So, in any
thought, there is always a fiindamental division, between the "quasi-speaker" and
the "quasi-listener." Peirce explains: "The probiemadcal 'listener' may be within
the same person as 'the speaker'; ... in that case the listener becomes idendcal
with the speaker" (CP 2.334).*' That is, "speaker" and "listener" exist (of
necessity) even within the one individual. Peirce also writes,

... signs require at least two Quasi-minds; a Quasi-
utterer and a Quasi-interpreter, and although these two
are at one (i.e., are one mind) in the sign itself, they
must nevertheless be disdnct. In the Sign they are, so to
say, welded. Accordingly, it is not merely a fact of human
Psychology, but a necessity of Logic, that every logical
evoludon of thought should be dialogic. (CP 4.551,
1906)'^

Essendally, Peirce is following through on Hegel's revision of Kant. In the
Phenomenology, thought Ends, as it examines itself, that it is always breaking apart
into opposites. Peirce makes the same point when he writes as follows:

When we think, to what thought does that thought-sign
which is ourself address itself? ... [I]t is always
interpreted by a subsequent thought of our own....
[Tjhere is no intuidon or cognidon not determined by
previous cognidons, [and] it follows that the striking in
of a new experience is never an instantaneous affair, but
is an event occupying dme, and coming to pass by a
condnuous process. ... There is no excepdon, therefore,
to the law that every thought-sign is translated or
interpreted in a subsequent one ... (EPl:38-9)

And this idea is the very core of Peirce's pragmadsm, or, better, his
"pragmadcism" (in some contrast to the "pragmadsms" of William James and
John Dewey).'^ As Peirce puts it, "... according to Pragmadcism, the conclusion
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of a Reasoning Proper must refer to the Future" (EP2:358-9). (While there is
not space here to do jusdce to the Peirce-James reladon on phenomenology and
dme, an excellent analysis is found in Mathias Girel, "The Metaphysics and Logic
of Psychology: Peirce's Reading of James's Principles," in the Transactions ofthe
Charles S. Peirce Society, 2003.)

5. Consistency in Interpretation
From here, a further part of the definidon of apperception is in order,

namely, that of "consistency." By consistency" is meant this: each sign must, in
effect, maintain its integrity over dme. That is, each sign must retain its
"referent" through dme. This is fundamentally the same point that Davidson
would later make: we must know how exacdy the other will "go on." And
conversely, in order to be meaningfiii we must intend for our signs to maintain
their "stable" referents, such that we allow for the other to know how we will
"go on." We cannot go changing our signs whenever we wish, and expect for
meaning to go on as it had. We must intend to mean what we intend to mean,
and provided we are communicadng at all, our interpreter knows (more or less)
how exacdy we are to "go on."

Of course, if he does not know, then the natural response, which everyone
necessarily presupposes as reasonable, is to raise the quesdon, "What do you
mean by that.>" Although, what is actually being said is this. "While we
presuppose that we consistendy interpret the object, I am at a loss for what that
sign you are using means, and would like for you to explain it." We understand
the ability to raise a quesdon in this way as a transcendental presupposidon of
discourse — just as we presuppose the consistency of signs. Not incidentally, an
extensive literature on these ideas has, over the years, grown up specifically
around i^el's (and Habermas's) Peirce-Kant synthesis, and the project of
Discourse Ethics. And these have been put together in the volume. The
Communicative Fthics Controversy, edited by Seyla Benhabib and Fred Dallmayr,
which begins with Apel's own piece, "Is the Ethics ofthe Ideal Communicadon
Community a Utopia? On the Reiadonship between Ethics, Utopia, and the
Cridque of Utopia." Within this volume, an excellent set of the necessarily
presupposed rules of radonai semiosis is put together by Robert Alexy in his
essay, "A Theory of Pracdcal Discourse." Among Aiexy's (many) rules (4.1 Basic
Rules) are the following:

(1.1) No speaker may contradict him or herself. ...

(1.3) Each speaker who applies a predicate F to an
object a, must also be prepared to apply F to any
other object which is similar to a in all relevant
respects.
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(1.4) Different speakers may not use the same
expression with different meanings.

Alexy elaborates on (1.4): "(1.4) requires the communality of linguisdc usage.""''
(And there are many other rules as well.)

6. Summary of Peirce's Revisited Definition of Apperception
Taking this view of consistency, we may now summarize the revisited

Peircean view ofthe unity of appercepdon in transcendental semiodcs. This is the
perspecdve of the "We," which necessarily accompanies every single one of our
thoughts. This is a good deal like the Kant-Hegel synthesis we find in Lear's
view. Only here, rather than the "We are so minded:," it is probably better to
conceive Peirce's unity of appercepdon as the "We consistendy interpret object
'X.'" Although in truth, the two are, for all pracdcal purposes, very similar
(provided we understand that the "we consistently interpret" regards the
disdncdve structure of the sign-object-interpretant form of meaning). This
structure is intrinsically dialogic, and triadicaiiy semiodc. It is also necessariiy
pointed into the future, i.e., always toward a fiiture interpretant (as a second
person). And perhaps the best "picture" of what this new version ofthe Kandan
"I think" looks like (in Peirce), is the three-headed dog Cerberus, who always and
everywhere presupposes the structure, "We consistendy interpret object k •"

Part II. The Transcendental Deduction ofthe Categories of Signs
The problem of the transcendental deducdon is one the most difficult in

Kant scholarship. Kant himself found it exceedingly difficult and reworked the
chapter on the deducdon in the Critique of Pure Reason (i.e., the "A" edidon
and the "B"). And sdll today there is much discussion on this difficult topic. (See
Eckart Forster, Kant's Transcendental Deductions'^ and Paul Guyer, "The
Transcendental Deducdon of the Categories."**) Our purpose here, however, is
only Peirce's deducdon (and Apel's interpretadon, in pardcular).

A. Terminology of "Deduction"
In order to ardculate this deducdon, first we must know what we mean by

"deducdon." For, indeed, the present meaning of the term "deducdon" is not
"one ofthe forms ofthe syllogism" (e.g., abducdon, inducdon, and deducdon).
It is, rather, meant in the "legal" sense (used by the jurists of Kant's own dme).
In the first Critique Kant writes: "Jurists, when speaking of rights and claims,
disdnguish in a legal acdon the quesdon of right {quid juris) from the quesdon
of fact {quid facti); and they demand that both be proved. Proof of the former,
which has to state the right or the legal claim, they endde the deducdon."*^ A
"deducdon" then, for Kant, is supposed to show the necessity of the categories
"in all possible thought" — and their intrinsic link to appercepdon (both are
essendal for the unity of experience).
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This method of establishing categories differs considerably from Aristode's
own approach in the Categories, and his methodology of establishing the
secondary substances at Posterior Analytics 2.\9, as Kant himself points out:

This division is developed systemadcaliy (which is the
same as the faculty of thought). It has not arisen
rhapsodically, as the result of a haphazard search after
pure concepts, the complete enumeradon of which, as
based on inducdon only, could never be guaranteed.
Nor could we ... discover why just these concepts, and
no others, have their seat in the pure understanding. It
was an enterprise worthy of an acute thinker like
Aristotle to make search for these flindamental concepts.
But as he did so on no principle, he merely picked them
up as they came his way, and at first procured ten of
them, which he called categories (predicaments).
Afterwards he believed that he had discovered five
others, which he added under the name of post-
predicaments. But his table sdll remained defecdve.*'

Aristode proceeds through intuidve inducdon {Posterior Analytics 2.\9 99bl5-
100b*'), which is not only indeterminate, but (worse yet) non-existent: for Kant,
we simply have no "intellectual intuidon," only a "sensory intuidon" (and recall
this faculty is divided by a metaphysical gulf fi"om the understanding). While, for
Peirce, it is worse sdll: for we have neither sensory wor intellectual intuidon (and,
of course, on this, he follows Hegel fairly direcdy). In place of these we have
"abducdon" (the original formtiladon — Peirce is quite aware — comes from
Aristode, Prior Analytics 2.25 69a20-35''').

So, Peirce, recognizing Kant's cridque of Aristode, proceeds as Kant does
with a transcendental deducdon. Peirce and Kant "deduce" the categories as
necessary for any interpretadon.

B. Peirce's Early Deduction of Signs
According to Apel (and I agree), Peirce's transcendental deducdon of the

categories (in the "New List") is the key to his early transcendental semiodcs:
"... the real basis of this transformadon of transcendental logic is provided by the
fact that Peirce in 1867 performed a 'transcendental deducdon' ofthe three types
of signs" (Apel, 1980, pp. 84-85)."

Peirce's deducdon in the "New List" proceeds from meaning, evident in the
first lines of the essay, which read as follows: "This paper is based upon the
theory already established [namely, Kant's], that the funcdon of conceptions is to
reduce the manifold of sensuous impressions to unity, and the validity of a
concepdon consists in the impossibility of reducing the content of consciousness
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to unity without the introducdon of it" (EP1:1). Then, further on, Peirce
clarifies what exacdy he means by "unity of the manifold." He means that we
must say what we are experiencing, and put it into a unified proposidon (i.e., a
meaningfiii statement). Peirce makes this point when he writes as follows: "The
unity to which the understanding reduces impressions is the unity of a
proposidon. This unity consists in the connecdon of the predicate with the
subject; and, therefore, that which is implied in the copula, or the concepdon of
being, is that which completes the work of concepdons of reducing the manifold
to unity" (EP 1:2).

The unity of a proposidon is only achievable once we have three very
important things: these are the subject, the predicate, and the copula. And put
together, they are the unity ofthe manifold (in the early Peirce, at least). Take,
for example, my seeing a "tree" (in the park). I only have a meaningful
experience of the tree once I say something about it. So perhaps I say, "The tree is
green." Now, let's take this sentence apart. "The tree" (ontologically a substance,
and proposidonaily a subject) "is" (the copula, signifying "Being") "green" (the
quality/predicate in the semiodc form of firstness). I unify the quality to the
thing, by necessarily presupposing the category of Being. And this, in turn, is the
only way I can know the thing, namely, through its qualides, and the qualides
and the thing brought together as having Being. All thought/experience, for the
early Peirce, ends up being of this basic form: whether I say something so simple
as "The rock is gray," or something so [seemingly] complex as "Milton's
Paradise Lost is the disturbingly beaudflil Epic of Satan" — it is always and
everywhere the same, provided we are meaningful, that a subject and a predicate
(s) are fused through the basic category of Being-in-General.

Now, beginning with our experience of meaning, Peirce can then proceed to
a formal deducdon of his categories. He derives five of them, and lists them as
follows:

BEING
Quality (reference to a ground)
Reladon (reference to a correlate)
Representadon (reference to an interpretant)

SUBSTANCE
(EP1:6;CP 1.555)

We may think of Being and Substance as super-categories (although "super" is
not Peirce's terminology). And, using the "substance/accident" terminology of
Aristode's categories, Peirce tells us, "The three intermediate concepdons may be
termed accidents" (CP 1.555). We are "nearest to sense" (in Peirce's
terminology) with Substance — it is present and immediate. But we cannot know
it without ascribing a quality to it (i.e., viathout giving it traits, or "accidents"), e.
g., "greenness." Again, we synthesize (as in "synthedc unity of the manifold")
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"greenness" to "tree" through the category of "being." These qualides give us
the "firstness" of a substance. And this is where the deducdon of the middle
three categories begins, namely, in firstness — and secondness and thirdness are
derived afterwards.

That is, from the idea of quality, we can then deduce a relate (or
secondness). The reason is this: a quality is a quality pardy because it is a different
(or similar quality). As Peirce puts it, "... we can know a quality only by means of
its contrast with or similarity to another. By contrast and agreement a thing is
referred to its correlate ... The occasion of the introducdon of reference to a
ground (i.e. to a quality or property) is the reference to a correlate, and this is,
therefore, the next concepdon in order" (CP 1.552). Thus, of necessity, a second
category emerges from the first. The second is "reladon" (or, as Peirce puts it
later on, "reacdon"). And the third category follows in a similar way, i.e., from
the reladon between the "ground" and the "reladon." Thirds are representadons
capable of synthesizing (i.e., unifying rather than differendadng) a relate and a
ground in one complex form, e.g., one triangle unites other triangles, or a dog
represents dogs in general.

Certainly, this is a strongly Kandan analysis (in the early works). But already,
even in the "New List," Peirce's future Hegelianism is quite apparent. The
middle three categories (which will soon stand alone, without Substance and
Being as addidonal forms) will come to resemble Hegel's three categories. And
even the method already looks similar to that of Hegel's Logic: begin as the mind
may try with a bare category, say, a quality of Being, it is soon and a priori led to
its own negadon (or Non-Being) in secondness (i.e., the Relate, Otherness — in
a word, its "andthesis"). Yet, this dyadic "self-same vs. other" dichotomy (newly
achieved as the necessary negadon of firstness), neither will it stand sdll with a
void in its middle. The mediadng category of the Third (or Becoming, for
Hegel, and for Peirce as well) is necessary for the synthesis of the two forms
(being that which unifies them as two opposing poles ofthe same metaphysical
magnet).

C. A Problem with the 'Islew List": The Logic of Relatives
Admirable for its semiodzing and simpiificadon of the Kandan project, the

"New List," however, encountered a serious problem (indeed, a problem which
equally upsets Kant's project, and Aristode's too, for that matter). For, upon
reading Augustus De Morgan (1806-1871) on the "logic of reladons," Peirce
realized a thought may have more than one subject (i.e., two or three) — and, at
once, he reworked his logic to include these further logical proposidonal forms.
Of course, not unexpectedly (the ever-triadically-minded) Peirce came up with
three basic forms: monads, dyads, and triadic reladves. Monadic reladves take the
form of "A is F'' (and look like the regular predicate form ... not a whole lot new
there). But this form is not sufficient alone for all logical reladves: dyadic logical
reladves take the form of "A is whiter than 5" (or "A hit JB," or "A kills
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And triadic reladves have the form of "A gives B to C (or "A interprets B as C,"
or "A is better at B than C ) .

In a word, the major problem with the "New List" is that it is non-
comprehensive, being grounded in the monadic predicate proposidonal form:
one substance and one predicate "synthesized" through the copula. Indeed, this
was far too simple to handle the complexity of reladve logic. (And non-
comprehensiveness is quite a problem for any Kandan project, one of whose
main aims is precisely to be "comprehensive".) As a consequence, a good deal of
the project ofthe "New List" was significantly undermined. As Murphey points
out, the change was extensive: "... the discovery of the logic of reladons
introduces proposidons which are not reducible to the subject-predicate form,
and accordingly it becomes an open quesdon whether a set of categories derived
from that form will also apply to reladve proposidons."'^ Murphey condnues:

Once Peirce was thoroughly in command of the new
logic, it cannot have taken him long to see what the
answer to the quesdon had to be. The argument of the
'New List' depends upon the definidon of the categories
as the concepts of connecdon which unite Being to
Substance: it is upon this definidon that the method of
finding the categories and the completeness of the list
depend. But the concepts of Substance and Being are
clearly derived from those of Subject and Predicate.
With the admission of proposidons not of the subject-
predicate form. Substance and Being lose their
universality, and therefore the proof of the universality
of the categories also fails. Nor is there any way of
generalizing the nodon of proposidonal form so as to
include reladve proposidons which will leave the 'New
List' intact.... Thus the 'New List' collapses endrely
once the new logic is admitted.'^

So, without the transcendental deducdon of the "New List," Peirce (at dmes
anyway) simply posits his three categories in much the same way Kant claims
Aristode does (and should not). Of course, if this is the case, then we are right
back to where we started. For while the "New List" founders on reladve logic
(and it certainly does), such an Aristotelian derivadon founders on circularity (or
groundlessness, as BCant clearly points out).

D. The New Deduction of Signs
Nevertheless, things are not really so bad as Murphey somedmes makes them

out to be. For it is not endrely clear that Peirce must or even did abandon the
transcendental project, after the logic of reladves. Certainly, at dmes, he used the
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Aristotelian derivadon (and here we will simply put that aside as misguided). But,
in truth, there is really nothing in the logic of reladves that forces him to do so.
That is, even if the new logic does force a revaluation of the deducdon of the
categories (and, indeed, it does), Peirce need not abandon his view of
appercepdon as the unity of semiodc consistency (which is perfecdy
commensurable with the logic of reladves).

On the other hand, it should be mendoned here that commentators clearly
disagree on whether Peirce really did seek to rework the transcendental project,
indeed, whether he could, and to what extent he may have succeeded. We have
already noted that Apel thinks of Peirce as carrying through rather well on the
transcendental project, using a long run deducdon. And in this, as noted, the
logic of reladves does not affect him in the same way as it does Peirce's early
project. Why? Well, on Apel's view, we will all simply have agreed in the long run
that logic operates in plural-subject reladve logical forms — no problem at all.
The problem, for Apel, as noted, is the long run. And once that account is called
into quesdon, we are back to "square one" with a transcendental deducdon as
taking place in the immediate sign, or the short run. And once we're here, it
makes all the difference how exacdy we begin, whether with reladve or non-
reladve logic. Indeed, this is precisely why Murphey thinks the project of the
"New List" crashes so hard.

Is Murphey right.' I don't think so — at least not endrely. Obviously he has a
point to make, one which is relevant. And certainly he makes clear how the
reladves "upsets the apple cart." But I think he somedmes misses the creadve way
in which Peirce may have sought to subdy re-lay the groundwork anew. And, on
this count, while I don't agree with Fisch's analysis of the "Sop to Cerberus," his
sympathedc view of Peirce's early project seems more on target. In fact, Fisch
actually sees Peirce's work on the logic of reladves as "backing up the "New
List." Fisch makes this point in his essay, "Hegel and Peirce": "The deducdon of
the three categories in the 'New List' of 1867 was backed up (if not superseded)
in 1870 by a much simpler deducdon in his 'Logic of Reladves' ([CP] 3.63,
144)."''' Now, I noted that I agree with this; but, first (before unpacking its
value), a preliminary remark should be made. In point of fact, Fisch is wrong: the
logic of reladves does not (indeed, cannot) "back up" the "New List" — it is
simply the case that too much has been lost (and on this I think Murphey is clearly
correct ... no doubt about it). But Fisch is, in fact, quite right that the
transcendental-semiodc project of the "New List" has not been abandoned
endrely (contra Murphey). And he is right that it is sdll workable (at least in
refurbished guise), using the inidal three categories;

In his late work, Peirce provides an essendal text, precisely to this effect: "It
can further be said in advance, not, indeed, purely a priori but with the degree of
apdority that is proper to logic, namely, as a necessary deducdon fi-om the fact
that there are signs, that there must be an elementary triad." For "... the reladon
of every sign to its object and interpretant is plainly a triad" (CP 1.292, c. 1908).
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Here it is endrely clear that Peirce intends quite explicidy for the transcendental
project to proceed as a deducdon of three semiodc categories, not from the
Subject/Predicate/Copula Model, but from the semiodc triadic form of
thirdness itself We find the same point ardculated three years earlier, when
Peirce writes as follows: "We find then a priori that there are three categories of
undecomposable elements to be expected in the phaneron ..." (CP 1.299, c.
1905). Similar concerns about transcendental philosophy are also evident in
Peirce's 1870 paper, "Descripdon of a Notadon for the Logic of Reladves,
Resuldng From an Amplificadon of the Concepdons of Boole's Calculus of
Logic" (CP 3.45). (See also CP 3.143, fn. 1; the containment of secondness in
thirdness at CP 3.144; and on the conditions and limits of thought, see also
Cambridge Conferences Lectures of 1898, Lecture 3: "The Logic of
Reladves" [RLT 147-164]; and RLT 106, CP 4.3,1898.)

It is clear that, while Peirce wavered at dmes, and indeed occasionally used
the wrongheaded Aristotelian approach, he also came back full circle to his early
transcendental deducdon, only now well-equipped with a stronger set of
transcendental (and somewhat Hegelian) tools. The categories are thus deduced
from the triadic structure of the sign, and are transcendental because they are
necessary even for meaning to begin. They are also irreducible because triadic
reladons cannot be reduced to dyadic reladons; and dyads cannot be reduced to
monads. Indeed, these categories are the "condidon" and the "limits" (in the
very Kandan sense) of all possible thought. Or to put the point another way, the
categories are exhaustive of all thought because there are no categories between
any two ofthe three, and none beyond them (i.e., there is no Category of 2'/^,
and there is no Category ofthe Fourth, or FiftJi, etc.). Peirce makes this point
when he writes as follows: "Fourths, fifths, etc. are not essendally different fi'om
thirds. They simply mediate between a larger number of terms. The singular,
dual, and plural are all the essendally different forms of number" (W5:3O1).
Peirce also writes, "No fourth class of terms exists involving the concepdon of
fourth, because when that of third is introduced, since it involves the concepdon
of bringing objects into reladon, all higher numbers are given at once, inasmuch
as the concepdon of bringing objects into reladon is independent of the number
of members ofthe reiadonship" (CP 3.63).'^

1. Thirdness
Now we proceed to the formal deducdon, which begins not with the form of

"5 is P," but the reladve logical form of "Object O determines Sign S to
Interpretant / ." This sign-triadic form is also formally equivalent to the structure
of meaning. And once firmly established, we may (from thirds) proceed to
deduce secondness and firstness (without any problem). So, we proceed with
Thirdness, as it is manifest in the sign itself. In order to do this, a recapituladon
ofthe definidon ofthe sign is in order: "A sign," writes Peirce, "is a First which
stands in such a genuine triadic reladon to a Second, called its Object, as to be
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capable of determining a Third, called its Interpretant, to assume the same triadic
reladon to its Object in which its stands itself to the same Object" (CP 2.274).
The sign (in itself) is a "first": "Firstness." It is monadic quality. The object is a
"second": "Secondness." This is dyadic difference (or reacdon). And the
interpretant is a "third": "Thirdness." This is the interpretant.

As a note of difference with the "New List," the present deducdon is its
opposite methodologically: the "New List" deduces firsts first, and then moves to
thirds. The new deducdon, however, deduces thirds first, and then moves to
seconds and firsts. Someone may suggest aiternadvely that we cannot proceed in
this way because already even in the third, we have presupposed that it contains a
first. Indeed, it is true that thirdness contains secondness and firstness. And in a
sense this might make it appear that firsts should come first (as they do in the
"New List"). But here a disdncdon must be made. Firstness is primary
ontologically, but is secondary epistemologicaiiy. Ontologically, firstness "comes
before" seconds and thirds. But in this (alternadve) deducdon, the third is
methodologically primary (even while it is secondary ontologically to secondness,
which is secondary to the first). So, we proceed from meaning, in its semiodc
form. And meaning is essendally in the triadic logical reladve form.

a. The Triadic Logical Relative Form
The formal structure of meaning is the logical reladve of thirdness. Peirce

regularly gives the following sort of example: "A gives B to C."'* We may
compare this to Peirce's regular definidon ofthe structure of meaning (note: they
are the same): "Now a sign is something. A, which denotes some fact or object,
B, to some interpretant thought, C.""^ Or, as we may put it, "A denotes B to C."
As Christopher Hookway puts it, on Peirce's view, "... the significadon reladon
is an irreducibly triadic reladon; its most straightforward employment is in the
sentences of the form

X interprets Y as a sign of Z,
or

Y is a sign of Z to X.'"^

We may also put this proposidon in the following form: " T (the sign) is
determined by Z(the object) to X{thc interpretant)," in order to reflect Peirce's
definidon of the sign (cited earlier): "... a Sign ... is so determined by ... its
Object, and so determines ... its Interpretant" (EP2:478). We may also put the
sign-reladve in "linear dme-form": "Z(the object; in the past) determines T(the
sign; in the present) to X (the interpretant; in the future)." And all thought is
essendally of this form.

Of course, if (by chance) we happen to be thinking o/thirdness, then (in that
case) both the "form" of thought, and the "content" of the pardcular thought,
are in the formal structure of "the reladonal logic of thirdness." That is, the
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triadic formal reladon of meaning is a priori necessary in order even to construct
the very "terms" contained in the three species of monadic, dyadic, and triadic
reladonal forms. So, for example, "She hits him" is a dyadic logical reladon. But,
because it is "meaningfiii," it is also in the triadic reladve form. In other words,
the explicit sentence appears in dyadic form, and as such is a sign. But as a sign, it
also has an object (a second), and an interpretant (a third), which, taken
together, and then added to the sign, make the (underlying) meaning of the
dyadic sentence equally into a triadic logical reladve. Or, to put it even more
simply (and as Peirce was fond of saying): you can never fully escape thinking or
talking in triads. (And again, that is why we must begin with the triad, rather
than the monad.)

But once thirdness is in place, the further deducdon proceeds by unpacking
secondness and firstness as reladves. Take the form "A determines B to C, as the
sign in thirdness. This contains the dyad, "A determines B." And within this
form, we also have contained the monadic reladve. In reladve logic, a first

. appears as "B is " (whatever 5 happens to be as a qualitadve sign). It may
also be put in virtually the same way that the proposidonal form appears in the
"New List." There the proposidon is "S is P." Here (somewhat) similarly we may
think of the monadic reladve form as "B is ." It has only "one tail" and is
"non-reacdve" (meaning that it is "pre-secondness"). These forms are fiirther
diagrammadzed (semiodcally formalized) in Peirce's "Existendal Graphs": "In
existendal graphs, a spot with one tail —̂X represents a quality, a spot with two
tails —R— a dyadic reladon. But you can never by such joining make a graph
with three tails" (CP 1:346). You can, however, as Peirce is quite aware, begin
with three-tailed logic, and construct reladve dyads and monads without
difficulty. Kelly Parker makes this point clearly when he writes, "Once three-
termed reladons are admitted into the system, however, we discover that they are
the primidve reladves. From triads one can construct monads and dyads,
although the reverse is not the case."^

b. Thirdness as Complexity
As a further point on thirdness, within meaning, this category funcdons both

as a logical form, and as materially dynamic. In fact, in addidon to being the very
form of the triadic reladve logical form, thirdness is also the formal structure of
"complexity" (and specifically as Peirce conceives that concept). Peirce
recognizes the complexity of categories when he writes as follows: "I examine the
phaneron and I endeavor to sort out its elements according to the complexity of
their structure. I thus reach my three categories" (CP 8.213). Here, by
"complexity," Peirce has in mind the structure of thirdness — pardcularly with
regard to its containment of the other two categories, secondness and firstness.
For while firstness is monadic, and secondness is dyadic, neither is really
"complex" — in other words: neither firstness nor secondness can ever be
defined as "organized diversity" (or unified plurality).
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Of course, it is true that the dyad is diversity in itself, but the dyad is only
"ordered" through mediadon as thirdness. Alone, it is simply unmediated,
unsynthesized, unorganized. It takes thirdness to "close up" the diversity of
secondness in an ordered form. And this is precisely the job of thirdness.
Although, immediately we should point out that in performing this job, thirdness
in no way erases the dyad (even as it mediates it). Rather, thirdness preserves (and
goes beyond) the dyadic reladon (in exacdy the same way Hegel conceives that
idea). So, only with thirdness do we have organized diversity, or "complexity."
And once defined in these terms, it is not difficult to see how this mns through
Peirce's endre system of philosophy. As Nicholas Rescher in his book Complexity
writes, "C.S. Peirce never dred of emphasizing nature's inherent tendency to
complexity."'"" Nature is always in the process of generating diversity, but equally
in the process of mediadng it with order. The process of diversificadon, which is
also the motor of time, is the force of secondness — but the form of dme is the
logical reladve (and complex form) ofthe third.

Indeed, this groundwork in complexity (as noted) is precisely what
undergirds Peirce's later Kandan architectonic. In "The Doctrine of Necessity
Examined," Peirce proceeds to build this architectonic on the ground of
semiodc complexity: "Everywhere the main fact is growth and increasing
complexity" (EP1:3O8). Peirce defines this complexity as a mixture of law and
spontaneity (EP1:3O8), relying on Aristode's Physics II.4-6 (EP1:299). (They key
problem with Chapter II of Aristode's Physics— from a sciendfic point of view
anyway — is the cridcism of Empedocles's theory of evoludon by chance
variadon [Physics 11.8]; Plato to his credit incorporates Empedocles's views on
evoludon quite explicidy in his process metaphysics Timaeus). Although,
certainly, as it is Aristotelian, this view is equally Hegelian as well, as Peirce
himself notes: "... Hegel discovered that the universe is everywhere permeated
with condnuous growth (for that, and nothing else, is the 'Secret of Hegel')
. . ."(CP1.40).

2. Secondness
a. The Outward Clash: Peirce, Hegel, and Derrida

Of course, while Peirce prized Hegel's Phenomenology (especially for its
analyses of complexity and thirdness), at dmes he is less sympathedc to Hegel's
view — and this is nowhere more apparent than in his analysis of secondness (or
"reacdve" force). The classic cridcal statement is this one: "The capital error of
Hegel which permeates his whole system in every part of it is that he almost
altogether ignores the Outward Clash. ... this direct consciousness of hitdng and
of getdng hit enters into all cognidon and serves to make it mean something
real" (W5:255; EP1:233). In odier words, Hegel misses the "clash" of
secondness, and favors a system based almost exclusively in thirds (thirds which
apparendy erase secondness). Peirce's perspecdve is not endrely difficult to
understand — and likely stems from Hegel's analysis of Absolute Mind, which is
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not a reguladve ideal long run (in Kant's more moderate sense), but the gradual
and absolute subiadon of all difference to absolute unity.

Similarly, Derrida (who follows Peirce on many points in his own semiodcs)
also shares this cridque. That is, Derrida recognizes the value of Hegel, but the
issue of difference (or secondness) is of pardcular concern. As Derrida puts his
point, "I have attempted to distinguish differance ... from Hegelian difference ...
Hegel, in the greater Logic, determines difference as contradicdon only in order
to resolve it, to interiorize it, to lift it up ... into the self-presence of an onto-
theological or onto-teleological synthesis.""" And in the same vein, Derrida
writes that "... this conflictuality of differance — which can be called
contradicdon only if one demarcates it by means of a long work on Hegel's
concept of contradicdon — can never be totally resolved."'"^ Here it is evident
that the idea of absolute mind, which might close up all the fissures in reason, is
simply an excess ofthe imaginadon. Indeed, it was the Zeitgeist oi tht dmes: the
nineteenth century saw absolute world historical progress in almost everything
they saw (Nietzsche being one ofthe noble excepdons). Contrary to this sort of
thinking, according to Derrida, the meaning of each thought is always
"deferred," or "put ofP' and off and off, ad infinitum. As Derrida puts it, "...
differance refers to ... deferring by means of delay, deiegadon, reprieve, referral,
detour, postponement, reserving."'"^ And on this count, Derrida sees Peirce as
solving the problem of the excesses of Kant and Hegel. This is evident in
Derrida's remarks that Peirce "... goes very far in the direcdon that I have called
the de-construcdon of the transcendental signified, which, at one dme or
another, would place a reassuring end to the reference fi'om sign to sign."'"*

On the other hand, while Derrida rejects part of the Hegelian dimension of
semiodcs, he does hold that thought is precisely that mechanism by which the
self negates itself into the fiiture, and talks to itself-as-another. And on this,
Derrida quite self-consciously aligns his "posidon" with Hegel: "(The posidon-
of-the-other, in Hegelian dialecdcs, is always, finally, to pose-oneself by oneself as
the other of the Idea, as other — than — oneself in one's finite determinadon
with the aim of repatriadng and reappropriadng oneself, of returning close to
oneself in the infinite richness of one's determinadon, etc.)."^"^ And clearly,
Peirce, too, follows Hegel on this count. Moreover, Peirce would appear to
follow Hegel rather clearly even on that point at which intersubjecdvity arises
from the world — i.e., in that very moment where meaning co-emerges in
triangular reladon to the world, in the "this."

b. Secondness and "This-ness"
To be sure, the cridque of the outward clash tells only a small part of the

story of the Peirce/Hegel reiadonship (a point which clearly emerges in Fisch's
excellent essay, "Hegel and Peirce"). In fact, secondness, given a "second look,"
looks quite Hegelian. Allow me to elaborate. The key idea here in Hegel — and
perhaps the most important and-Cartesian idea in Hegel, Peirce, and Derrida —
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is that thought is not unified. By its very nature, it is divided: it is helplessly
condnualiy breaking down into differences, i.e., every dme the mind goes
looking for the pure and singular Kandan unity of appercepdon. The " I" which
goes looking for the "I" finds the "Not-I" (i.e., it finds the second person). And
this is the very gateway into dialecdcal phenomenology, of which Peirce is simply
the semiodc example par excellence. Otherwise put, and contrary to Peirce's hasty
remarks about the "outward clash," Hegel's phenomenology begins (not in spite
of, but) only because o/"secondness" as necessarily intrinsic to all thought.

Perhaps nowhere in the Phenomenology is this reacdve force (of difference)
more apparent than in the "Master-Slave Dialecdc" (the same "Lordship and
Bondage" secdon, mendoned earlier — which is also intrinsically connected to
the "we"). Peirce neglects the richness of this clash in his analysis ofthe absence
of the outward clash. But, while the master/slave dialecdc may be the most
obvious example, the most important example is the very beginning of the
Phenomenology, where triangulated linguisdc meaning comes onto the scene in
that very moment when the animal-being man says "This" to an object, while he
is poindng direcdy at it. And he points direcdy at it for no other reason than that
it is reacdve to him (i.e., it has the quality of secondness, or difference). This is
why Hegel enddes the very first part of the Phenomenology, Part A.
Consciousness, Subsecdon I. "Certainty at the Level of Sense-Experience — The
'This,' and 'Meaning.'""** Once the "this" emerges, then immediately thought
begins to unfold and move forward in dme, out of its circular, animal,
unrefiecdve state of "consciousness" {consciousness here being meant very
loosely). Charles Taylor in his book, Hegel, makes this point when he writes,
"Now Hegel's way of entering the dialecdcal movement here is to ask the subject
of sensible certainty to say whzi it experiences."'"''

This is very similar to what we find in Peirce, who also conceives secondness
in terms of "thisness," or "hecceitas." Moreover, he also emphasized
"thisness" (or phenomenological secondness) as the very entryway into meaning
(in exacdy the same way Hegel does). The mind must first point at something,
and say "this." Or to put the point another way, the mind must first recognize
the disdnct form of the sign Peirce calls "indexes." As Umberto Eco points out
in his essay, "Horns, Hooves, and Insteps,"'"* indexes are our most "primidve"
signs (the oldest and most basic ... "imprints" being the oldest among the
indexes). And among indexes, the poindng finger holds a certain pride of place,
for Peirce — even to the extent of defining the very semiodc category of
indexicality. As Peirce urites, "I call such a sign an index, a poindng finger being
the type ofthe class" (W5:162-3, 1885). So, again, just as in Hegel, for Peirce,
thought becomes triadic and meaningful precisely with the "This," with
poindng, i.e., with the mind's experience of secondness. (As a brief point, we
should recall that Davidson's idea of trianguladon is intrinsically bound up with
poindng as well, or what he calls ostension.)

Of course, to be fair, Peirce himself recognized points of connecdon to
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Hegel, such as these, and, over the years, eventually came to see his view as
aligning more and more with Hegel's own. Indeed, he makes this point explicidy
when he tells us that his early Kandan categories, Kandan as they may have been
at first intended, over the years came increasingly to resemble those of Hegel.
Peirce writes, "My three categories ... resulted from two years incessant study in
the direcdon of trying to do what Hegel tried to do. It became apparent that
there were such categories as his."^"' Peirce also writes that Hegel's
Phenomenology is "a work ... perhaps the most profound ever written."'"' And
again: "The cenopythagorean categories are doubtless another attempt to
characterize what Hegel sought to characterize as his three stages of
thought..." (CP 8.329, 1904; Letter to Lady Welby). Indeed, even the supposed
architectonic system Peirce oudines in the Monist series, is, in the end, a system
of "objecdve idealism," clearly in line with Hegel.'"

It is clear then that Peirce's primary evoludon of thought is from Kandanism
to Hegelianism. Coupled with his intersubjecdve appercepdon, his attack on
incognizables, and an already strongly Hegelian (albeit sdll transcendental)
deducdon of the categories, Peirce has emerged from the Ancient Cave of
monadic proposidons and the immutable categories of Substance and Being, and
into the clear light of a thoroughgoing evoludonary Hegelianism. Although,
again, the long run endgame remains decidedly and-Hegelian, i.e., as a Kandan
reguladve ideal."^

3. Firstness
a. Monadic Quality

Firstness in its material dimension is the most difficult of the three to define,
the one, perhaps, most open to interpretadon. Certainly, it appears as "feeling,"
in Peirce, which sounds like "impressions," as Hume and Kant conceive them.
Although, in fact, a first is not a Humean or a Kandan atomic (self-contained)
empirical intuidon.''^ An intuidon, as Peirce understands it, is "... a cognidon
not determined by a previous cognidon of the same object, and therefore so
determined by something out ofthe consciousness" (W2:193-4). In effect, then,
the stream of signs masks the experience of firsts in thirds. They are within and
behind (as it were) the triadic structure of thirdness. Peirce sees this as a natural
consequence of the absence of intuidon: "... if there is no such thing as an
absolute instant, there is nothing absolutely present either temporally or in the
sense of confrontadon. In fact, we are thus brought close to the doctrine ofthe
synechism, which is that elements of Thirdness cannot endrely be escaped" (CP
7.653)."* Peirce also writes that "... the third is of its own nature reladve, and
this is what we are always thinking, even when we aim at the first or second" (CP
1.362; see also W5:3O5). And further, "At no one instant in my state of mind is
there cognidon or representadon, but in the reladon of my states of mind at
different instants, diere is" (W2:227).

What then is the acdvity of the first, if its acdvity lies in the acdve reladons
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within the thirds and seconds.' That is, if firsts {within the acdvity ofthe sign, not
in terms of monadic reladves) are so difficult to conceive, is there something
further we can say about their natures ... something which paints them in their
dynamic aspect? Peirce does give an account of firstness as spontaneity, and this I
think is the right way to take the acdon of firstness. But even beyond that, there
is the sdll richer account of the pure play of musement, developed in the late
work of 1908, "A Neglected Argument for the Reality of God." The link
between play and spontaneity is fairly obvious, but Peirce does not exacdy draw
out the equadon explicitly, i.e., firstness in semiosis equals precisely this category
of pure play. Sdll, I think there is good reason for thinking this to be the case
(and Thomas Sebeok seems to draw this point out as well). But in order to
develop it, again, it is helpful to note how others make this point.

b. A Note on Heidegger, Derrida, and Gadamer
In Heidegger, for example, we find an intrinsic link between the importance

of Dasein as the being which "points into Being," and a definidon of this pointer
as pure play. That Heidegger conceives human beings as fundamentally
"pointers" (and in a quite Hegelian sense, as well) is evident in the following
account (and here nodce, too, Heidegger's use ofthe "we" pronoun). In "What
is Called Thinking," Heidegger writes, "When man is drawing into what
withdraws, he points into what withdraws. As we are drawing that way we are a
sign, a pointer. But we are poindng then at something which has not, not yet,
been transposed into the language that we speak. It remains uncomprehended.
We are an uninterpreted sign.""^ We semiodcally point into Being, and we do
this only through a field of pure play (a nodon Gadamer would later place at the
center of his own semiodcs). The point is evident in Heidegger's "Kantbook,"
where he makes the explicit link between transcendental dme and play.
Heidegger says to the "... play-space ... is formed through pure determinadons
of the inner sense. The pure inner sense is pure self-affecdon, i.e., original
dme.""* Indeed, here just as Heidegger defines pure appercepdon as dme and
meaning, so too does he define it terms of "original play."

We find the same nodon in Derrida, who (quite self-consciously) fuses the
semiodcs of Heidegger, Hegel, and Peirce — and in analyzing Peircean
difference, discovers a strong nodon of play. As Derrida writes, "One could call
play the absence of the transcendental signified as limidessness of play, that is to
say as the destrucdon of onto-theology and the metaphysics of presence.""^ And
further: "... the signified concept is never present in and of itself, in a sufficient
presence that would refer only to itself. Essendally and lawfully, every concept is
inscribed in a chain or in a system within which it refers to the other, to other
concepts, by means of a systemadc play of differences. Such a play, differance, is
thus no longer simply a concept, but rather the possibility of conceptuality, of a
conceptual process and system in general.""* Clearly here, Derrida is making a
very Peircean point about secondness (or difference in reladon to the
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interpretant), and argues that "play" is what "undergirds" (so to speak) this
movement of difference into the future. (As a further note here, Derrida, like
Hegel, Peirce, and Wittgenstein, also uses the perspecdve of the "we" in his
account of secondness and difference: "... I am stardng, strategically, from the
place and the dme in which 'we' are, even though in the last analysis my opening
is not jusdfiable since it is only on the basis of differance 2Sid its 'history' that we
can allegedly know who and where 'we' are, and what the limits of an 'era' might
be."'")

And similarly, Hans-Georg Gadamer, in Truth and Method, whose work
stems direcdy from Heidegger on this point about quesdoning into being
through play, suggests that a certain logic of quesdon and answer evolves in a
field of pure play.'^" Indeed, just as Peirce conceived his logic of abducdon as
emerging out ofthe creadve play of musement, Gadamer also conceives of play as
being the horizon out of which all fundamental quesdons emerge.

c. Peirce on Play and Musement
Now proceeding back to Peirce and musement, he does describe firstness as

"spontaneity" (CP 6.265; see also CP 3.422, 1892). This is the same Aristotelian
principle of spontaneity he develops in the Monist series (and which, mixed with
order, generates thirds). It is at once the spontaneity of variadon in evoludon,
and the objecdve chance (or tychism) of the "open future" (cf Aristode's "Sea-
Fight Tomorrow," in De Interpretatione Ch. 9, 18a30-19b, especially 19a30-35,
46-48). Through the natural process of evoludon, this tychism generates higher-
order levels of play and creadvity — and, uldmately, complexity. As a note on
contemporary science, Brian Goodwin, in How the Leopard Changed Its Spots: The
Evolution of Complexity^^^ similarly argues that play generates complexity.

This tychisdc play is never fully exhausted along the evoludonary condnuum,
but as order increases the reladon between spontaneity and organizadon becomes
ever more complex and subde. What was once more chaodc, is now, at the level
of humans, more defined in terms of highly creadve and playful minds. One of
the definidve statements of this view is given by Friedrich Schiller in On the
Aesthetic Education of Man: In a Series of Letters.^^^ Schiller (like Peirce) has Kant
in mind, and seeks to synthesize reason and sensadon in play — play as synthedc
acdvity. This idea was one of the first that Peirce encountered as a young
philosopher, and its force clearly stayed with him throughout his life, germinadng
in his middle-to-later years as "tychism," and finally fiowering to a full bloom in
his very late concepdon of musement.

In a letter to Lady Welby, December 23, 1908, Peirce explains, "As to the
word 'play,' the first book of philosophy I ever read ... was Schiller's Aesthetische
Briefe, where he has so much to say about the Spiel-Trieb; and it made so much
impression upon me as to have thoroughly soaked my nodon of 'play' to this
day."'^' The significance of this Schilierian dimension to Peirce's semiodcs is
explored at length by Sebeok, in his book. The Play of Musement {the. dde of
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which would appear to signal the importance Sebeok ascribes to this idea in
Peirce). Sebeok begins his book as follows:

The key to the dde of this book is to be found in
Peirce's profound study, in 1855-56, of Friedrich
Schiller's concept of Spieitrieb. In his Briefe iiber die
desthetische Erziehung des Menschen (1974-95), Schiller
presented an analysis of human nature as comprising
three "impulses": Stojftrieb, the drive for diversity,
forever striving for change, contrasted with Formtrieb,
the demand for 'form' in the abstract, alien to dme,
hence oppugnant to change (this pair corresponding to
Kant's well-known dualism), plus a third component he
himself dubbed Spieitrieb, or play {ein emstes Spiel) —
the aesthedc tendency, mediadng and harmoniously
reconciling the two-fold way of sense and reason on the
level ofthe individual's faculdes ...'^*

Play is the region where secondness as reacdon within sensadon and the thirdness
of meaning are intertwined. Indeed, play as spontaneity undergirds the endre
process of semiosis. Sebeok (somewhat humorously) makes precisely this point
when he writes, "... Foreplay is the natural and legidmate prelude to semiodc
(no less than somadc)..." experience.'^^

While there is not space here to unpack all the nuances of semiodc play
within the Peircean system, we may point out that there are at least four
dimensions of musement: (1) Musement is a "technique," useful for formuladng
abducdons. We see the same technique at work in the American Gothic
"detecdve stories" of Edgar Allan Poe. And Peirce himself makes this connecdon
explicidy when he explains that difficult quesdons, when put to the test in
musement, often find — "... as Edgar Poe remarked in his 'The Murders in the
Rue Morgue,' — their smoothly-fitdng keys. This pardcularly adapts them to the
Play of Musement" (EP2:437). (On this literature, see Umberto Eco and
Thomas Sebeok, The Sign of Three: Dupin, Holmes, Peirce.) (2) Musement is also
a "form of play," in the Schilierian sense ofthe synthedc acdvity of semiosis. It is
the field between chaos and order, precisely where the structure of
complexificadon into the future takes place. (3) Peirce also conceives musement
as pure contempladve dialogic acdvity: indeed, according to Peirce, it "... begins
passively enough with drinking in the impression of some nook in one of the
three Universes. But impression soon passes into attendve observadon,
observadon into musing, musing into a lively give-and-take of communion
between self and self (EP2:436); it is an "open conversadon with yourself; for
such is all meditadon" (EP2:437). (4) Musement also provides, according to
Peirce, a synopdc view of all three categories: "From speculadons on the
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homogeneides of each Universe, the Muser will naturally pass to the
consideradon of homogeneides and connecdon between two different Universes,
or all three. Especially, in them all we find one type of occurrence, that of growth
..."(EP2:437).

E. Performative Contradiction
With regard to a final demonstradon of both appercepdon and the

categories, this takes place (as it does in Kant) by its "necessity," i.e., its
unavoidability — such that its negadon is self-contradictory. The idea of a
transcendental self-contradicdon was originally formulated by Kant (following
Descartes) as a contradicdon between P and ~P, where ~P is asserted by the
skepdc, and P is the a priori existendal-pragmatic condidon for the very claim,
-P. For example, Descartes enlists the skepdc to claim that he does not exist
{~P), but Pis the condidon for that asserdon. "I exist" (here and now) is entailed
as proposidonal content of the existendal linguisdc assumpdon.'^* Apel and
Habermas have formulated a more linguisdc version of the self-contradicdon
called a "transcendental performadve contradicdon." As Habermas puts it, "Apel
and I employ this method to discover universal pragmadc presupposidons of
argumentadon and to analyze their normadve content."'^^ So, for example, we
might say: {A) We are not speaking. But the very performance of that speech act
presupposes the underlying speech act: {B) We are speaking. {B) is the formal
condidon ofthe act {A); and {A) and (-8) thus stand in a contradictory reladon.
So, the individual who asserts {A), or a like-claim, is said to be engaged in a
"performadve contradicdon." Apel's own account relies more upon the long run
as groundwork for tesdng performadve contradicdons. Here, by contrast, a
"short run" (immediate triadic sign)-based "performadve contradicdon" is
sufficient. Although, our meanings, I think, are very close.

With regard to the "we," a performadve contradicdon attaches to the
negadon of the "we." One cannot be a self, or even utter the word "I" (in any
meaningful way) undl after being ushered into language. The individual must be
part ofthe "us" before he can be an "I ." For Apel, as for Peirce, "... even solitary
thinking must be conceived of as an internalized mode ... of the genuine
communicadon between real members ofthe community ..." (Apel 1995, p.
381). As Apel puts it, the skepdc may assert the negadon ofthe primacy ofthe
"we" and the "us." Someone may claim that he is "not one of us." Leaving aside
for the moment, polides and religion (i.e., all the classic social dividers), he must,
at once, assert (C) his division, and (D) his unity with "us." And again there is a
performadve contradicdon between C and D, to the effect that C is
fundamentally equivalent to -D. He is "always already" (as Apel would put it)
logically "on our side." He necessarily presupposes that he is part ofthe "we," i.
e., he is a priori in our logical space of meaning. The individual is necessarily
extended from the social fabric, and not prior to it.

The same goes for the structure of dme. The sign necessarily proceeds
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forward in dme. Someone may negate this point — may even negate dme
altogether. Yet, if the doubt is given proposidonal form and performed
linguisdcally in everyday speech, he or she simultaneously contradicts that claim.
A performadve contradiction occurs between the actual speech act and the
"existendal-linguisdc" content. I must assume someone can hear me fi^om the
fiiture, and speak back to me about the world.'^* And effecdveiy, the same
argument is used to defend the necessity of the unity of the triadic reladve logical
form. The meaningful act of denial ofthe universality ofthe triadic reladve results
in a performadve contradicdon, because meaning necessarily takes place in the
form of the triadic logical reladve. One must assert a priori the necessity of the
triadic logical reladve form (implicidy), in exacdy the same moment he proposes
the negadon of that necessity.

F. Conclusion
In sum, Peirce attempted a transcendental deducdon of categories, and

appercepdon, in the "New List of Categories." This fell apart with the logic of
reladves. Apel, however, follows through on the early project, and attempts to
conceive the long run as appercepdon, and (from there) deduce the categories.
Yet, without groundwork at the start, the charge of circularity remains a concern.
So, aiternadvely, the long run may be left only as a reguladve ideal, while
appercepdon and the categories are derived from the immediate sign.
Appercepdon is then (as Peirce originally argued) the "unity of semiodc
consistency," and is transcendentally directed into the future (even if potendally
infinitely extended). Moreover, all thoughts are also in the intersubjecdve form of
the triadic reladve of thirdness. This triadic form is the fundamental stardng
point for the deducdon of the categories (in contrast to the "New List").
Meaning entails a triadic movement of the sign-object-interpretant reladon, each
part of which is a first, a second, or a third. And, finally, the defense of the
categories and appercepdon takes the form of a transcendental performadve
contradicdon, derived from Apel, in the immediate sign.
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NOTES
I. Plato, Theaetetus 189e-190a, in Myles Burnyeat, The Theaetetus of

Plato, M.J. Levett (trans.), revised by Burnyeat, (Indianapolis: Hackett Publishing, 1990),
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p. 323.
2. Kant, Critique of Pure Reason, Norman Kemp Smith (trans.).

Unabridged Edition, (New York: St. Martin's Press, 1965), p. 59. As a note on
terminology: "transcendental philosophy" differs from "transcendent philosophy." Kant
writes that "... transcendental 3nd transcendent ire not interchangeable terms" (A296/
B353) {Critique, p. 299). Transcendent means beyond the limits of experience, while
transcendental means necessary conditions {of experience).

3. Kant, Groundwork ofthe Metaphysics of Morals, translated and analysed
by H.J. Paton, (New York: Harper & Row, 148, 1953).

4. Kant, Critique of Pure Reason, Al 3/B27, p. 60.
5. Cited from Murray Murphey, TJie Development of Peirce's Philosophy

(Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1961), p. 89. Apel also recognizes this point as
central to his own transcendental semiodcs (1980, 91).

6. Murphey, p. 298. See also p. 305.
7. See also Jurgen von Kempski's book, C.S. Peirce und der Pragmatismus

(Stuttgart, 1952). Apel acknowledges the importance of von Kempski in his own account
(Apel 1980, pp. 81-3).

8. Apel also writes here: "In other words, the 'highest point' of Peirce's
transformation of Kant's transcendental logic is the 'ultimate opinion' of the 'indefinite
community of investigators'" (Apel, 1980, pp. 87-88). And once more, Apel writes: "The
quasi-transcendental subject of this unity is the indefinite community of experimentation
which is identical with the indefinite community of interpretation" (Apel, 1980, pp. 87-
88).

9. Apel also writes, "... in the 'New List of Categories' of 1868, [Peirce]
had the transcendental deduction of the categories just as much before his eyes as the
metaphysical deduction" (Apel, 1980, p. 83).

10. On this point, see especially Peter Skagestad, The Road of Inquiry:
Charles Peirce's Pragmatic Realism (New York: Columbia University Press, 1981), p. 30-
31. And with regard to the mathematics ofthe long run, the parallel is to the Calculus,
which uses a limit, toward which numbers can approximate. Peirce wants ideas to
approximate toward a limit (which he thinks of as uxith), in the same way numbers do in
the Calculus.

11. Darwin's Origin was published in 1859 when Peirce was twenty years
old and just finishing his degree at Harvard. In the next two decades Darwin's theory of
evolution dominated the intellectual stage at Harvard. Peirce writes, "I grew up in
Cambridge and was about twenty-one when The Origin of Species appeared." (In Peirce,
Pragmatism as a Principle of Method and Right Thinking, Patricia Ann Turrisi (ed.), (New
York: SUNY, 1997), p. 164.)

12. As a note, in the Descent of Man Darwin writes, "It is, therefore, highly
probable that with mankind the intellectual faculties have been gradually perfected
through natural selection" (Darwin, The Descent of Man, collected in Darwin on
Evolution: The Development ofthe Theory of Natural Selection, edited by Thomas F. Glick
and David Kohn, (Indianapolis: Hackett Publishing Company, Inc., 1997), p. 243).
Darwin also wrote of the prospects for developing an evolutionary epistemology:
"Undoubtedly it would be interesting to have traced the development of each separate
faculty from the state in which it exists in the lower animals to that in which it exists in
man; but neither my ability nor knowledge permit the attempt." This text is taken from a
selection from Darwin's The Descent of Man, collected in Darwin on Evolution: The
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Development of the Theory of Natural Selection, p. 243.
13. Peirce does not refer to the structure of inquiry in this way, but by

doing so we will do more justice to his account by making it clearer.
14. Skagestad has pointed out that Alexander Bain played a key role in

Peirce's synthesis of knowledge and Darwinian biology: "It was precisely Bain's definition
of belief which enabled Peirce to treat beliefs in a Darwinian manner: it is only when
beliefs are regarded as dispositions to action that they can be seen as interacting with the
environment, thereby becoming subject to natural selection" (1981, p. 32).

15. Peirce was generous in his debt to Bain. On this see Max H. Fisch's
book, Peirce, Semeiotic, and Pragmatism: Essays by Max H. Eisch, edited by Kenneth Laine
Ketner and Christian J. Kloesel, (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1986). See
especially Chapter 5, "Alexander Bain and the Genealogy of Pragmatism." In his
Appendix to Third Edition oi Mental and Moral Science, Bain writes that "I consider ...
that belief is a primitive disposition to follow out my sequence that has been experienced,
and to expect the result" {Mental and Moral Science [Longmans, Creen, and Co., 1872],
Part 1, Appendix, p. 100; cited in Fisch 1986, p. 85).

16. Peirce derives this conception of the interplay between irritation and
equilibrium from Lamarck. In Zoological Philosophy Lamarck writes, "Irritability in all or
some of their parts is the most general of characteristic of animals; it is more general than
the faculty of voluntary movements and of feeling, more even than that of
digestion" (Lamarck, Zoological Philosophy, translated by Hugh Elliot, [Chicago:
University of Chicago Press, 1984], p. 51). Peirce also adopts Lamarck's view of animals
taking on habits, as part of his theory of inquiry.

17. C. J. Misak, Truth and the End of Inquiry {Oidord: Oxford University
Press, 1991), p. 49, footnote 8; and p. 59. Alexander Bain also describes the experience as
a disruptive "shock" which "unhinges and decomposes belief." Alexander Bain, Mental
and Moral Science, 3"" Edition; cited in Fisch, p. 105, footnote 44. Fisch provides
references to Peirce which derive from this passage: "CP 1.332, 334, 336; 5.45; and
George Santayana, Scepticism and Animal Eaith (New York, 1923), pp. 139-149 passim."

18. A note here on the Kant-Peirce relationship is in order: the "New List"
of 1867 engages explicitly in the a priori method, but does not reject it as "taste"-based,
but ten years later, in dismissing the "a priori method" there is clearly a change of tone
toward Kant.

19. Skagestad makes this point when he writes, "... Peirce's concept of the
final opinion of inquiry as noumenal is empirically equivalent to Kant's negative concept of
the noumenon; only, unlike Kant, Peirce denies that beyond the limit there is something
of which we know nothing" (Skagestad 1981, p. 75). This point was made earlier by
Bruce Altshuler in his Ph.D. dissertation. The Pragmatic Maxim ofC. S. Peirce: A Study of
its Origin and Development (Cambridge: Harvard University, 1977), pp. 75-77; (also
cited in Skagestad 1981, p. 75).

20. As W.H. Walsh puts it, "An intuitive understanding, such as God is
supposed to have, would apprehend particulars and conceptualize them in a single act; it
would not need to go through the double process of first, as it were, getting in touch with
its object and then making it out" (W.H. Walsh, Kant's Critique of Metaphysics
[Edinburgh: University of Edinburgh Press, 1975], p. 12); see Critique, B29/A15.

21. Given Kant's distinction between the negative and positive concepts of
the noumena (of which BCant accepts only the negative), Peirce accepts both the negative
and the positive (espedally with the long run).
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22. In his Origin Darwin writes, "... natural selection will always succeed
in the long run in reducing and saving every part of the organization ... without by any
means causing some other part to be largely developed in a corresponding degree" {The
Origin of Species [New York: Penguin Books, 1985], p. 187) (emphasis added on "long
run"). And Darwin writes, "... in the long run the dominant forms will generally succeed
in spreading" {ibid., p. 328).

23. Apel writes of "... Peirce's positive transformation of the famous
Kantian distinction, which takes into account Kant's legitimate motives without getting in
entangled in nonsensicalities. Instead of laying down the difference between unknowable
and knowable objects Peirce distinguishes between the real as the knowable in the long
run and whatever may be the result of an actual cognition basically underlying to the
reservation of fallibility" ([CP]5.257, p. 310).

24. Kant, Critique of Pure Reason, A13/B27, p. 60.
25. I am gratefril to Patrick Murray for discussion on Kant's notion of

architectonic, specifically as being "divine" in nature.
26. In providing this new groundwork, Apel is, of course, not entirely a

"fallibilist." Transcendental philosophy is "infallible," insofar as it is "necessary" (in the
same way Kant conceives it).

27. W .̂V.O. Quine, Word and Object (Cambridge: MIT Press, 1960), p.
23.

28. Michael Williams, The Review of Metaphysics XXXTV, No. 2, Issue No.
134, December (1980): 243-72, espedally p. 269. There is a foomote in Williams's text
after the word "progressing" which reads, "A point stressed by Kuhn. See The Structure of
Scientific Revolutions, 2d ed., (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1970), p. 206."

29. Richard Rorty, Objectivity, Relativism, and Truth: Philosophical Papers,
Volume 1, (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1991), p. 130, footnote 10.

30. Ibid., p. 131.
31. Paul Weiss in his book Being and Other Realities also rejects the long

run. "Good theories are guides, pointing to what is to be investigated; they are not
necessarily pointed toward a final answer. The members ofthe scientific community know
this, while often for long periods they remain content to work within the frame of some
theory that, at the time, is accepted by most" (Paul Weiss, Being and Other Realities
[Chicago: Open Court Press, 1995], pp. 178-9).

32. Nicholas Rescher in Complexity: A Philosophical Overview writes that
Peirce's long run is possible, "[b]ut we can never know — be it in practice or in
principle — that it is actually realized.... Reality has hidden reserves; it is 'deeper' than our
knowledge of it ever is — or can be — at any particular juncture" (Nicholas Rescher,
Complexity: A Philosophical Overview [New Brunswick, NJ: Transaction Publishers, 1998],
p. 40).

33. Rollin Workman in his essay "Pragmatism and Realism" writes, "Even
Peirce's final investigator who stands at the end of experience would not have time to
make up a list of all possible phenomenal manifestations of Newton's laws, for
instance" (Rollin Workman, "Pragmatism and Realism," Studies in the Philosophy of
Cbarles Sanders Peirce, ed. Edward C. Moore and Richard Robin, [Amherst: The
University of Massachusetts Press, 1964], p. 251).

34. Carl Hausman, "Charles Peirce's Evolutionary Realism as a Process
Philosophy," in the Transactions ofthe Charles S. Peirce Society, Winter/Spring, 2002, Vol.
XXXVIII, No. 1/2, pp. 13-27.
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35. Hausman, Charles S. Peirce's Evolutionary Philosophy (Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 1993, 1997), pp. 215-216.

36. Hausman (1993,1997), pp. 199-200.
37. Ibid., p. 200.
38. As Kelly Parker puts it in The Continuity of Peirce's Thought, "This

circularity problem arises if we try to demonstrate the correctness of the three categories,
because the demonstration obviously would have to utilize some form of inference. Peirce
could not satisfy those who demand a demonstrative justification, or transcendental
deduction of the categories." See Parker, The Continuity of Peirce's Thought (Nashville:
Vanderbilt University Press, 1998), p. 18.

39. Hausman (1993,1997), pp. 215-216
40. Heidegger, iC»«r, p. 1,
41. Heidegger, Kant, p. 2. Here Heidegger argues that Kant was

fundamentally laying the ground for metaphysics in the transcendental structure of time.
For Peirce and Heidegger (and even Kant, at times), groundwork means the necessary
flow of meaning and time into the fiiture. So, we are, at the level of inquiry, still walking
on a Peircean "bog." And the groundwork too may be conceived as a "bog," but a bog of
temporal necessity. See Abrams, 2002, "Philosophy After the Mirror of Nature: Rorty,
Dewey, and Peirce on Pragmatism and Metaphor," in Metaphor and Symbol).

42. Heidegger, Kant, p. 141.
43. Komer, Kant (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1955), p. 67.
44. Space and time, for Kant, are pure intuitions, and make up the

"transcendental aesthetic" — both are necessary for cognizing any object. Time is the
condition for all inner and outer appearances, while space is essential for outer
appearances. At A32/B50 Kant discusses determinate time; and one may also see A32 /
B48 for an account of the one single time that underlies all determinate times. And the
primary extemal intuition is space (A24/B39). Time thus runs the gamut of all things
thinkable.

45. Heidegger, Kant and the Problem of Metaphysics, Fifth Edition,
Enlarged, translated by Richard Taft, [Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1997
(German Edition: 1973)], p. 134. Heidegger also writes: "For if the Transcendental
Schematism determines ontological knowledge on the basis of its essence, then the
systematic working-out of ontological knowledge in the presentation of the system of
synthetic principles must necessarily come across the character of the schematism a priori
and must set forth the corresponding transcendental determinations of time. Now this also
occurs [with Kant's CPR], although only within certain limits" [CPR A158ff., B 197fr.]
(Heidegger, Kant, p. 75). Heidegger argues that Kant is, in fact, laying the ground for
metaphysics, in the transcendental structure of time: "In this way, the schemata of the
pure concepts of the understanding 'determine' time, [now Heidegger quoting Kant:]
'The schemata are thus nothing but a priori determinations of time'' [CPR A138,
B177]" (Heidegger, Kant, p. 74). The categories are different existential modes ofthe
experience of time, of being in time. As noted in the text above, Heidegger writes, "The
question concerning Being, the grounding for metaphysics, is the problem of Being and
Time" (Heidegger, Kant, p. 141). We see his point in Being and Time where he vvrites as
follows: "Anticipation makes Da-sein authentically futural in such a way that anticipation
itself is possible only in that Da-sein, as existing, always already comes toward itself, that is,
is futural in its being in general" (Heidegger, Being and Time {A Translation ofSein und
Zeit), translated by Joan Stambaugh, [New York: State University of New York Press,
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1996; originally published 1953], p. 299).
46. Heidegger, Kant, p. 134.
47. Heidegger, Being and Time, p. 301.
48. On whether he is a pragmatist, Davidson says: "No. I don't disbelieve

in it, but I don't particularly understand what Rorty means by that . . ." (Davidson, "Post-
Analytic Visions: Donald Davidson," an Interview with Ciovanna Borradori, collected in
The American Philosopher: Conversations with Quine, Davidson, Putnam, Nozick, Danto,
Rorty, Cavell, Macintyre, and Kubn, [Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1994], p.
44). Davidson also says: "As far as I know, I certainly didn't get this idea from Mead
because, although I had read a little bit of Mead while I was in graduate school, I did not
retain it" (p. 48).

49. Davidson also opens with a qualification: "In this essay I shall be
concentrating on the role — the role in principle — of the second person. My subject is
not, I should perhaps add, the grammatical second person, the 'you' or 'thou,' the 'tu' or
'vosotros;' I shall be writing about real second people, not the words used to address
them" (Davidson, Subjective, Intersubjective, Objective [Oxford: Clarendon Press, 2001],
p. 107). This essay, "The Second Person," is also published in Midwest Studies in
Philosophy, Vol. XVII, edited by P. French et al, (Notre Dame: Notre Dame University
Press, 1992).

50. Ludwig Wittgenstein, Philosophical Investigations, translated by G.E.
M. Anscombe, (New York: Macmillan Publishing Co., Inc., 1958), p. 133e; cited in
Davidson, Subjective, Intersubjective, Objective (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 2001), p. 107.

51. Davidson(2001), p. XV.
52. Davidson (2001), p. 121. And it "... is certainly a necessary condition

for successful communication" (Davidson 2001, p. 115). In an interview with Giovanna
Borradori, while discussing Habermas, Borradori notes: "My impression is that you take
into consideration a more transcendental level of discourse." Davidson responds: "That's
right" (Davidson 1994, p. 53).

53. Davidson (2001), p. xv.
54. Davidson (2001), p. 114. Davidson also writes that "... speaking a

language ... does not depend on two or more speakers speaking in the same way; it merely
requires that the speaker intentionally make himself interpretable to a hearer (the speaker
must 'go on' more or less as the interpreter expects, or at least as the interpreter is
equipped to interpret)" (Davidson (2001), p. 115).

55. Davidson 2001, p. 110.
56. Hegel, Phenomenology of Spirit, translated by A.V. Miller, (Oxford:

Oxford University Press, 1977), p. 110.
57. Here one may also see Robert Pippin on the "we" in Geist, in "You

Can't Get There from Here: Transition Problems in Hegel's Phenomenology of Spirit," in
The Cambridge Companion to Hegel, edited by Frederick C. Beiser, (Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 1993).

58. I am grateful to Randall Dipert for raising this issue ofthe importance
ofthe "We" in transcendental semiotics.

59. John Searle, Mind, Language, and Society (New York: Basic Books,
1998), pp. 119-120.

60. Searle, 1998, p. 120.
61. Searle, 1998, p. 118.
62. Apel, "Is Intentionality More Basic than Linguistic Meaning?" in
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Searle and His Critics, edited by Ernest Lepore and Robert Van Gulick, (Oxford:
Blackwell, 1991).

63. Jonathan Lear with Barry Stroud, "The Disappearing 'We,'" in The
Proceedings of the Aristotelian Society, supp. Vol. 58, (1994). This piece is republished in
Lear, Open Minded: Working out the Logic of the Soul (Cambridge: Harvard University
Press, 1999).

64. Lear (1999), p. 298. Lear's view is Wittgensteinian and Hegelian (i.e.,
linguistic), Kantian (i.e., logically transcendental), and Freudian (i.e., psychologically
curative). Lear writes: "I suggest we go back to Kant's definition and loosen it, so that a
nonempirical inquiry into rule-following may count as a transcendental investigation" (p.
290).

65. Lear, "Transcendental Anthropology," in Open Minded: Working out
the Logic of the Soul {Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1999).

66. Lear (1999), p. 290. Lear also gives a footnote here, his footnote
number 33 (on page 338 of Open-Minded), as follows: "Cf [Kant] CPR B 137."

67. Sebastian Gardner, Kant and the Critique of Pure Reason (New York:
Routledge, 1999), p. 346.

68. Peter Winch, The Idea of a Social Science and its Relation to Philosophy
(New York: Humanities Press, 1958). Winch criticizes naturalistic social science and seeks
to ground it in intersubjectivity. Natural science , or what is commonly called "hard
science", focuses exclusively on physical causality; and this focus is too narrow for purposes
of explaining the more complex phenomena of human social interaction. All meaningful
behavior as analyzed by social sdence is to be derived fî om this concept ofthe social. See
also Winch, "Understanding a Primitive Sodety," American Philosophical Quarterly, 1
(1964): 207-24. See also J. Bohman, New Philosophy of Social Science (Cambridge: MIT
Press, 1991), pp. 59-65, for a partial critique of Winch's view.

69. Apel, Erom a Transcendental Point of View, p. 47.
70. Wittgenstein, Tractatus Logico-Philosophicus, translated by D.F. Pears

and B.F. McGuinness, (New York: Humanities Press, 1961 [original German: 1921]), p.
117.

71. Wittgenstein, Tractatus, p. 133. Wittgenstein later in the Tractatus,
writes at 6.421: "It is dear that ethics cannot be put into words." And then also at 6.421:
"Ethics is transcendental" (p. 421). This sounds like the earlier sentence: "Logic is
transcendental." Although, both give the impression that ethics (or logic) is transcendent,
and not transcendental.

72. Cited fi-om Murphey, p. 89. Apel also recognizes this point as central
to his own transcendental semiotics (1980, 91).

73. Apel's footnote 7: "Quoted fi-om Murphey, op. dt., p. 89. Cf Peirce."
74. Hausman (1993,1997), p. 224.
75. Max Fisch, Peirce, Semeiotic, and Pragmatism: Essays by Max H. Fisch,

edited by Kenneth Laine Ketner and Christian J.W. Kloesel, (Bloomington: Indiana
University Press, 1986), p. 342-3.

76. Peirce definition ofthe sign, "([On Signs], MS 793:1, not dated.),"
fi-om "Commens Dictionary," http://www.helsinki.fi/science/commens/dictionary.
html.

77. Peirce, "Pragmatism Made Easy" (MS 325); in Fisch, p. 102 (emphasis
added).

78. Umberto Eco, Kant and the Platypus: Essays on Language and
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Cognition, translated from the Italian by Alastair McEwan, (New York: Harcourt, Inc.,
1999 [original Italian: 1997]), pp. 366-71. Eco writes: "And so we trust mirrors, just as
we trust, under normal conditions, our own organs of perceptions. We trust mirrors just as
we trust spectacles and telescopes, because, like spectacles and telescopes, mirrors are
prostheses." Eco continues: "There is no doubt that mirrors are extensive and intrusive
prosthetics par excellence, for example, in that they allow us to look where the eye cannot
reach: they allow us to look at our face and eyes, they allow us to see what is happening
behind our back." Eco also writes that "... there is no longer any interpretation, apart
from the perceptual interpretation that also comes into play when I look at someone in
front of me" (pp. 366-7).

79. Peirce writes, "As to the Object, that may mean the Object as
cognized in the sign and therefore an Idea, or it may be the Object as it is regardless of
any particular aspect of it, the Object in such relations as unlimited and final study would
show it to be. The former I call the Immediate Object, the latter the DynamicalOb]ec.t....
Take, for example, the Sentence 'the Sun is blue.' Its Objects are 'the Sun' and 'blueness.'
If by 'blueness' be meant the Immediate Object, which is the quality of the sensation, it
can only be known by Feeling. But if it means that 'Real,' existential condition, which
causes the emitted light to have short mean wavelength, Langley has already proved that
the proposition is true. So the 'Sun' may mean the occasion of sundry sensation, and so is
[the] Immediate Object, or it may mean our usual interpretation of such sensations in
terms of place, of mass, etc., when it is the Dynamical Object" (EP2:495). The dynamical
object is the noumenon, and the immediate the phenomena. The former constrain, direct,
and are the endgame of inquiry. On this one may see Vincent Colapietro, Peirce's
Approach to tbe Self: A Semiotic Perspective on Human Subjectivity (New York: SUNY
Press, 1989), p. 14-15. Here Colapietro points out that the sign is passive in being
determined by the object. It is active in determining the interpretant.

80. In Max Fisch, Introduction, to Vol. 1 of Writings of Charles S. Peirce:
A Chronological Edition, edited by Max Fisch, et al., (Bloomington: Indiana University
Press, 1982-), p. xxix.

81. This point is also cited in Habermas's analysis of Peirce in "Peirce and
Communication," in Postmetaphysical Thinking: Philosophical Essays, translated by William
Mark Hohengarten, (Cambridge: MIT Press, 1992), p. I l l , fn. 2.

82. As a brief point on these remarks, Peirce also conceived of this
structure of "quasi-minds" as extending beyond the realm of human thought. In fact,
Peirce was so thoroughgoing in his evolutionary semiotics that he thought of signs as
operative within the world of "... bees, of crystals, and throughout the purely physical
world" (CP 4.551). For further analysis on this discussion, the reader is referred to the
literature on "zoosemiotics," pioneered by the Peircean semiotician Thomas Sebeok, The
Play of Musement (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1981).

83. For an excellent analysis ofthe relationship between James and Peirce,
see Mathias Girel, "The Metaphysics and Logic of Psychology: Peirce's Reading of James's
Principles," in the Transactions of the Charles S. Peirce Society, Spring, 2003, Vol. XXXIX,
No. 2, pp. 163-203.

84. Robert Alexy, "A Theory of Practical Discourse," in 7I)f
Communicative Ethics Controversy, edited by Seyla Benhabib and Fred Dallmayer,
(Cambridge: MIT Press, 1990,1995), p. 163-4.

85. Eckart Forster [editor], Kant's Transcendental Deductions: The Three
'Critiques' and the 'Opus Postumum,' (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1989),
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especially Wolfgang Carl, "Kant's First Drafts ofthe Deduction ofthe Categories;" Lewis
White Beck, "Two Ways of Reading BCant's Letter to Herz: Comments on Carl;" Dieter
Henrich, "Kant's Notion of a Deduction and the Methodological Background ofthe First
Critique," and Paul Guyer, "Psychology and the Transcendental Deduction."

86. Paul Guyer, "The Transcendental Deduction of the Categories," in
The Cambridge Companion to Kant, edited by Paul Guyer, (Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 1992).

87. Kant, Critique of Pure Reason, translated by Norman Kemp Smith,
Unabridged Edition, (New York: St. Martin's Press, 1929), p. 120, A84/B116-A85-B11.

88. Kant, Critique, p. 114, A81/B107-A82/B108. The faculty of
understanding is the faculty of judgment. Kant writes, "Now we can reduce all acts ofthe
understanding to judgments, and the understanding may therefore be represented as a
faculty of judgment" (A69/B94), p. 106.

89. Aristotle, Posterior Analytics, 2.19 99bl5-100b, in The Basic Works of
Aristotle, edited by Richard McKeon, (New York: Random House, 1941), pp. 184-6.

90. Aristotle, Prior Analytics, 2.25 69a 20-35, pp. 103-4.
91. On this discussion, I am grateflil to members of the Midwest

Pragmatism meeting, at Loyola University Chicago, 2002, for a discussion of the
categories.

92. Murphey, pp. 152-3.
93. Murphey, p. 153.
94. Fisch, p. 264.
95. Peirce writes: "A relative term cannot possibly be reduced to any

combination of absolute terms, nor can a conjugative term he reduced to any combination
of simple relatives; but a conjugative having more than two correlates can always be
reduced to a combination of conjugatives of two correlates" (CP 3.144).

96. Peirce, Philosophical Writings, selected and edited with an Introduction
by Justus Buchler, (New York: Dover, 1955), p. 94.

97. Peirce, Phibsophical Writings of Peirce, p. 93.
98. Hookway (1985), p. 33.
99. Parker (1998), p. 69.
100. Nicholas Rescher, Complexity: A Philosophical Operview (New

Brunswick: Transactions Publishers, 1998), p. 27. Rescher also writes: "An inherent
impetus towards greater complexity pervades the entire realm of human creative effort. We
Rnd it in art; we find it in technology; and we certainly find it in the cognitive domain as
well" (p. 58).

101. Derrida, Positions, p. 44.
102. Derrida, Positions, p. 44.
103. Derrida, Positions, p. 8.
104. Derrida, Of Grammatology, translated by G.C. Spivak, (Chicago:

University of Chicago Press, 1976), p. 49. As Derrida sees it, what is left: ofthe traditional
notion of meaning is not much. Derrida has taken Peirce's idea of the unlimitedness of
sign deferral, and finds language flooded with difference: potentially any sign can
represent any object as any interpretant. Derrida's view derives from passages in Peirce like
the following: "... no present actual thought (which is a mere feeling) has any meaning,
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